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This document describes step by step the installation of jems on Windows XP
and Mac OS-X 10.4.8. Since the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) jre1.5.0 is
part of Mac OS-X 10.4.x the procedure is simpler on Mac OS-X (sec. 0.2) than on
Windows XP (sec. 0.1). Section 0.3 shows how to configure jems and how to send
the license request. Finally section 0.4 provides a few tips in case of installation
problems.
One should understand that jems is a Java application that is loaded and executed
under another application, the JRE. In order to execute properly jems, several libraries and java archives have to be loaded and the JRE informed where it will
find them (ClassPath). The following sections describe the procedures, first for
Windows XP and second for Mac OS-X.
Though excecuted inside a JRE (Sun Hot Spot), jems’speed of execution is comparable to that of programs written in C or C++. However, some more time is spent
when jems is loaded, since the JRE translates the java bytecode into dedicated
machine language. The major advantage of java applications is the fact that the
bytecode is independent of the host and the very same code can be run on different
operating systems.

0.1

Installation on WindowsXP

On Windows XP it is first necessary to download the latest version of the java
runtime environment (jre1.5.0 0x) from the Sun web site http : //java.sun.com.
This is required since the Sun JRE aren’t included in Windows operating system.
Become administrator, download the most recent JRE and install it. You might
have to restart your computer (it is safer to restart it).

0.1.1

InstallAnywhere web page

Stay administrator and, in order to install jems, download jemsInstall.exe from
the InstallAnywhere web page (fig. 1). InstallAnywhere is the system used to
package the Windows XP version of jems.
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Figure 1: The InstallAnywhere web page.
Figure 1 shows the installer web page. It is suggested to download the Windows
version that includes a Java VM. This version of jemsInstall.exe installs a Java
VM within the jems directory tree.
The downloaded executable (jemsInstall.exe) that performs jems installation is
a java application that requires a JRE. Make sure that a JRE is available on your
system. Download jemsInstall.exe and save it. Then double click on its icon in
order to start the installation.

0.1.2

Installation procedure

Figure 2 shows the introduction window of the installation procedure. Click on
”Next”.
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Figure 2: The InstallAnywhere jems instal- Figure 3: The Choose Java Virtual Machine
lation’s introduction window.
installation window.
Step 1
Figure 3 shows the dialogue allowing the selection of the JRE that will be bundled
with jems. Select ”Install a Java VM specifically for this application” and click on
”Next”.
This dialogue also shows the JRE already installed on your system. You can also
bundle jems with such an already installed JRE. In such a case, you will have to
modify jems.bat (see sec. 0.1.5) in order to set the proper directory paths.
Figure 4 shows the pre-installation summary indicating the ”Install Folder”, the
”Shortcut Folder” and the hard disk space necessary to complete the installation.
Click on ”Next”.

Step 2
The dialog of the window shown on fig. 5 allows to select jems installation folder.
It is suggest not to change it.
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Figure 4: The pre-installation summary win- Figure 5: The window allowing the selection
dow.
of jems’ installation folder.

Figure 6: The window allowing the selection Figure 7: The second pre-installation sumof jems’ shortcut folder.
mary window.
Step 3
The dialog of the window shown on fig. 6 allows to select jems short cut folder. It
is suggest not to change it.
Figure 7 shows the second pre-installation summary indicating the ”Install Folder”,
the ”Shortcut Folder” and the hard disk space necessary to complete the installation. Click on ”Next”.
The installation then proceeds and the files installed are displayed in the window
shown in fig. 30.
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Figure 8: The Installing jems window.

Figure 9: The Install complete window.

The successful installation of jems is reported in the window shown in fig. 9.

0.1.3

Installing java3D and jai

When jems installation is completed one can proceed with the installation of
java3D and jai (Java Advanced Imaging). It is suggested to install java3D for
Opengl, because java3D for directX can create compatibility problems. The executables for these installations are found in the folder:
c:\Program Files\jems\javaVM_files
as shown in fig. 10. In this folder, the folder:
copyTo_jems_jre_lib_ext
contains three java archives (.jar) necessary to send the license request (mailing).
They have to be copied into:
c:\Program Files\jems\jre\lib\ext
(see sec. 0.1.4).
When the JRE is installed in the folder:
c:\Program Files\jems\jre
java3D must be installed in this JRE extensions library:
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Figure 10: The folder javaVM files contains Figure 11: Selecting the destination folder for
Java3D and jai installation files.
java3D.
c:\Program Files\jems\jre\lib\ext
as shown in figure 11.
jai must also be installed in the JRE extensions library:
c:\Program Files\jems\jre\lib\ext
as shown in figure 12.

0.1.4

Copying the mail archives

When using jems for the first time it is necessary to send the license request in
order to get a license code. To allow jems to send the license request three java
archives (mail.jar, mailapi.jar and activation.jar) must be copied to:
c:\Program Files\jems\jre\lib\ext
(see fig. 13).
When the installations of java3D, jai and mailing systems are completed, the
folder:
c:\Program Files\jems\jre\lib\ext
should contain at least the archives shown in fig. 14.
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Figure 12: Selecting the destination folder for Figure 13: The three java archives to copy to
jai.
the JRE extensions library

Figure 14: The three java archives to copy to Figure 15: Alternative JRE directory setting.
c:/Program Files/jems/jre/lib/ext.
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Notes
When Choose a Java VM already installed on this system is selected at
step 2, the installation folder of java3D, jai and mail archives will be different. For
example, when jre1.5.0 08 is selected (fig. 3), the installation folder will be:
c:\Program Files\Java\jre1.5.0_08
The java3D and jai archives will automatically be loaded in this folder. Note also
that:
c:\Program Files\Java\jre1.5.0_08\lib\ext
should contain all the necessary jar files as shown in fig. 15.
Indeed at least the jar files shown in fig. 14 must be present in:
c:\Program Files\Java\jre1.5.0_08\lib\ext

0.1.5

Running jems

Figure 16 shows root folder of jems. In it, the folder:
c:\Program Files\jems\jemsWindows
contains all the files used by jems. Its subfolder jre contains the JRE as specified
at Step 2.
One can start jems using either jemsWindows.exe or the small DOS shell batch
file jems.bat. There are major differences between jemsWindows.exe and jems.bat.
jemsWindows.exe uses several arguments defined in jemsWindows.lax. They are
used to configure the JRE. jemsWindows.lax can be edited and modified (see 0.1.6).
jems.bat is a simple DOS shell batch file. It is shown in figure 17.
jems.bat only contains two lines. The first one, quite long, starts with:
"c:\Program Files\jems\jre\bin\java" -Xms384M -Xmx384M -Xss4M ...
It loads the java VM.
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Figure 16:
The files of
c:/Program Files/jems folder.

Figure 17: The DOS shell program jems.bat.

The second one contains only a pause statement that keeps the DOS shell window
open after the completion of the java program. This feature is useful to perform
debugging.
Since the names of several directories defined on the first line contain a white space,
it is necessary to enclose the command starting java and most of its arguments in
”...”. The first two arguments, -Xms384M and -Xmx384M tell Windows XP
to allocate 384 Megabytes of RAM (Random Access Memory) to java at launch
time and to allow java a maximum memory size of 384 Megabytes. For very large
calculations, depending on the RAM available on the PC, it is possible to set the
maximum memory size to -Xmx1536M. Do not set the argument Xmx to values larger than approximately 2/3 of the available RAM in order to avoid disk
swapping.
These 2 arguments (Xms and Xmx) of jems.bat are modified within jems using
the tab VM memory of the dialogue Parameters-Preferences (fig. 18).
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0.1.6

jemsWindows.lax options

When started using the executable jemsWindows.exe, several runtime arguments stored in jemsWindows.lax are passed to the jre. Figure 19 shows the most
important option:
lax.nl.java.option.additional=-J -Xms128M -J -Xmx1024M -J -Xss4M
where the lax option lax.nl.java.option.additional is used to tune the memory
allocation. Its meaning is as follow:
• -J -Xms512M sets the memory allocated to the Java VM at launch time
to 512 Mb (Megabytes).
• -J -Xmx512M sets the maximum memory that the Java VM can use to
512 Mb.
• -J -Xss4M sets the maximum stack size that the Java VM can use. A typical value of Xss is 1 Mb. This might be required for large calculations.
The -J in front of -Xms512M, -Xmx512M and -Xss4M tells jemsWindows.exe to
pass these two arguments to java.
To allocate 128 Megabytes at launch time and a maximum of 1024 Megabytes,
you will have to modify lax.nl.java.option.additional as follow:
lax.nl.java.option.additional=-J -Xms128M -J -Xmx1024M -J -Xss4M
Note that the smaller the initial size (Xms) the faster jems will be loaded. Note
also that the RAM sizes in use and still free memory are displayed in jems’ main
window (fig. 20) status area. When the stack size is not large enough jems will
not be able to perform calculations with large unit cells. A message Thread Stack
Overflow will be displayed in the java console.
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Figure 18: Modifying Xms, Xmx and Figure 19: The java VM arguments defined in jemXss of jems.bat.
sWindows.lax.

Figure 20: jems main window with java VM memory status.
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Figure 21: The .sit archive containing jemsMacTiger package.

0.2
0.2.1

Figure 22: The content of the .sit archive.

Mac OS-X
Installation package

The distribution of jems for Mac OS-X 10.4.7 is done as a .sit package (fig. 21).
Download it and extract the package jemsMacTiger.pkg using (for example)
Stuffit Deluxe (fig. 22 and fig. 23).
Expanding jemsMacTiger.pkg will take a few minutes (fig. 24).
Double click on jemsMacTiger.pkg icon to start the installation (fig. 25).
Figure 26 shows the installer welcome window.
Figure 27 shows the destination selection. It is suggest to install jems in the default folder /jemsMacOSX.
Figure 28 shows the selected folder.
Figure 30 shows the installation progress window. Installing jems takes less than
a minute.
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Figure 23: Select the Expand... menu.

Figure 24: Expanding the package.

Figure 25: jemsMacTiger.pkg.
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Figure 26: The installer welcome window.

Figure 27: The destination selection.

Figure 28: The installation type.

Figure 29: Installing jems.

Figure 30: Installing jems.

Figure 31: jemsMacTiger was successfully
installed.
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When jems is succesfully installed the finish Up window is displayed (fig. 31).

0.2.2

Setting permissions

It is necessary to allow each user read, write and execute permissions to jems root
folder /jemsMacOSX. The permissions are changed as shown in figures 32 and
33.

Figure 32: jemsMac installation folder structure.
To put the jems application in the Mac toolbar, drag the jems icon of folder /jemsMacOSX/jems/build/jems to the toolbar (fig. 32).

0.2.3

Mail API installation

The last step of the installation on MacOS is to copy three java archives (.jar) in
order to send the license request. These three jar files are listed in table 0.2.3 and
found in folder /jemsMacOSX/jar (Fig. 34). They must be moved or copied to
folder /Library/Java/Extensions (Fig. 35).
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Figure 33: jemsMac installation folder structure.
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AP I
Description
mail.jar
java archive to send e-mail.
mailapi.jar
java archive to send e-mail.
activation.jar java archive used by the mail.
Table 0.2.3 The mailing java archives.

Figure 34: The mail API (Mac installation).

Figure 35: The java API folder(Mac installation).
Select them in /jemsMacOSX/jar (fig. 34) and copy them to /Library/Java/Extensions
(fig. 35).

0.2.4

Java VM configuration

The configuration of the java VM on Mac OS-X is stored in jems/Contents/Info.plist
(figures 36, 37). In order to access jems/Contents open jems (it is an application
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Figure 36: Mac OS-X java VM Info.plist Figure 37: The -Xms, -Xmx and -Xss deconfiguration file.
fined Info.Plist file.
package) with Show Package Contents. One can modify directly the 3 parameters -Xms, -Xmx and -Xss or use the VM memory tab of the Preferences
dialogue (fig. 18):
• -Xms512M sets the memory allocated to the Java VM at launch time to
512Mb (Megabytes).
• -Xmx512M sets the maximum memory that the Java VM can use to 512Mb.
• -Xss4M sets the maximum stack size that the Java VM can use to 4Mb.
This might be required for large calculations.
When using the Preferences dialogue a copy of the old configuration file is created. It has a filename recalling the previous values of these 3 parameters (see
fig. 38).
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Figure 38: Copies of Info.plist in the jems/Contents folder.

0.3

License request

In order to make full use of jems, you will have to request a license code and to
introduce it. Without a license code jems is entering a somewhat limited demo
mode where only cubic structures in a few specific [uvw] orientations can be imaged. Note that the whole jems directory tree must be read/write enable in order
to save the license code information.

0.3.1

Mail and start configurations

To enable jems to send the license request, the mail configuration must be completed as follow:
• Start jems. You will be in demo mode. Don’t be afraid by error messages,
they are only displayed when jems is not fully configured.
• Select the dialogue Preferences in menu of Parameters and the Mail tab
(fig.39).
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Figure 39: Setting the mail parameters (Pref- Figure 40: Setting the default crystal (Preferences dialogue Mail tab).
erences dialogue Custom tab).
• Enter the address of the smtp server (here at EPFL it is mail.epfl.ch).
• Enter your e-mail address.
• Checking the Enable mail checkbox enables you to mail to my address the
newly defined crystal structures and the error-log window.
• Check the Save checkbox. You can now close the dialogue or continue to
the next configuration (0.3.2).

0.3.2

Default crystal

• Select the Custom tab and browse for your favorite crystal structure in
jemsData folder (fig. 40).
• You can now close the dialogue or continue to the next configuration (0.3.3).
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Figure 41: Setting the display defaults (Pref- Figure 42: Setting the imaging defaults (Preferences dialogue Display tab).
erences dialogue Imaging tab).

0.3.3

Display parameters

• Select the Display tab (fig. 41).
• You can now close the dialogue or continue to the next configuration (0.3.4).

0.3.4

Imaging parameters

Figure 42 outlines three imaging parameters controlled by the Imaging tab of the
Preferences dialogue:
• the Java 3D checkbox to display crystal structures using opengl.
• the Holography tab checkbox to include in the HREM image simulation the
controls necessary to calculate holograms. Turning it off enables quick start
of HRTEM image simulation
• the Check atom site occupancy checkbox to control the occupancy of each
atomic site. Turning it off enables quick start of HRTEM image simulation.
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Figure 43: Java3D display of a crystal struc- Figure 44: 3D plot of a crystal structure (not
ture (checking the java3D Enable checkbox using java3D).
of the Imaging tab).

More information on jems preferences are found in chapter 13.
Figures 45 shows the Microscope tab of the Preferences dialogue that allows
to select a default microscope and to set the range of the transfer function plot.
The microscope parameters are stored in the file jems/jemsMicroscopes.txt in the
default user directory. The parameters of each microscope is on a single line as
named values separated by a +:
NA|Jeol 2100F+LA|Jeol 2100 field emission+AV|200.0+CS|0.5+C5|0.0+CC|1.1+ES|0.8
• N A|Jeol2100F : N A| is name tag and Jeol 2100F is the value.
• LA|Jeol2100f ieldemission : LA| is the microscope label and Jeol 2100 field
emission.
• AV |200.0 : AV | is the maximum accelerating voltage of 200kV .
• CS|0.5 : CS| is the third order spherical aberration coefficient [mm].
• C5|0.0 : C5| the 5th order spherical aberration coefficient [mm].
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Figure 45: The selection of the default micro- Figure
46:
The
file
scope and the range of the transfer function jems/jemsMicroscopes.txt stores the paplot.
rameters of several microscopes.
• CC|1.1 : CC| the chromatic aberration coefficient [mm].
• ES|0.8 : ES| the energy spread of the emitted electrons eV .

Java3D notes
When the java3D Enable checkbox is not crossed, pseudo 3D figures are plotted
(see fig. 44). When the java3D subsystem is not properly installed jems will display
the message shown in figure 47. You can get more information on the problem
in the console (MacOS-X) or in the DOS shell window of jems.bat (Windows
XP).

0.3.5

How to send the license request

The license request dialogue (fig. 48 is activated with the License item of the
Help menu (fig. 49).
Figure 50 shows the information that are required to request the ”Serial” number
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Figure 47: The Please wait... message indicating a wrong installation of java3D.

Figure 49: Help menu and
license menu item.

Figure 48: The license dialogue.

Figure 50: The license request dialogue with
the Message sent successfully status.
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and ”License” code to be entered in the license dialogue. Please fill these text
fields carefully. The serial and license text fields are usually empty though they
could also be filled. The Host and Version character strings are used to generate
the license code.
The status ”Message sent successfully” indicates that the mail API (sec. 0.2.3)
and jems mail system have been properly installed. You will then receive by e-mail
a Serial number and a License code to be inserted in the License dialog. Note
that the ”Host name” is case sensitive and that the ”License code” you will
receive is also case sensitive.
When, for security reasons (firewall, ...), you are not able to send the license
request using jems mailing system, copy/paste the info of the license request
in your e-mail program or grab the license request window and attach it to an
e-mail.
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0.4

Troubleshooting

Though jems offers many Debug options (fig. 51) to help you understand the origin of possible errors or other problems, there are situations where you may have
to report them. Enabling the Error logging will record the error messages in an
error log window, that you will be asked to send when mailing is enabled. In such
a case always send the crystal file loaded when the problems occured.

Figure 51: The options to help debug jems.
The Finalizer category specify the objects that are finalized by the java garbage
collector. It is only used when the Finalize debug option is checked.
Java VM multi-threading allows to do some calculations in concurent threads.
On a quad Mac G5, you should select 4 cpu’s. On Duo core machines 2.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

jems main window

Figure 1.1 shows jems’ main window that opens at jems starts. The main window
contains a table on its left that shows all the atoms of the primitive cell and on its
right [001] 3-D perspective view or parallel projection of the unit cell completed
by the addition of lattice translated atoms. In this example the Au primitive cell
contains four atoms (fcc lattice) and the complete unit cell 14 atoms. The selection of the perspective view or the parallel projection is done by the preferences
dialogue (see sec. ??).
No default structure is specified immediately after jems installation and consequently the table and the drawind area are empty (see section ?? to specify a
default structure).

1.1.1

Saving and printing windows

It is possible to print and save any window displayed by jems. Table 1.1.1 shows
the key combination that save or print the windows.
Key
Action
Alt+Ctrl+Shift+P print the front window.
Alt+Ctrl+Shift+S save the front window.
Table 1.1.1 Keys combination that operates on the front window.
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Figure 1.1: jems main window with Au as default crystal structure.

1.2

jems menus bar

Fig. 1.2 shows jems’ menus and tools bar. On Mac OS-X, the help menu is located
at the right of the menus bar. It is not shown here.
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M enu
Description
File
file management (see sec. 1.2.1).
Crystal
crystal structure management (see sec. 1.2.2).
Drawing
drawings and 3D views (see sec. 1.2.3).
Imaging
image simulation and processing (see sec. 1.2.4).
Indexing
indexing of diffraction patterns (see sec. 1.2.5).
Measuring
measurement (see sec. 1.2.6).
Parameters
management of microscope, user and specimen parameters (see sec. 1.2.7).
Window
windows management (see sec. 1.2.8).
Custom class hooks for custom classes (see sec. 1.2.9).
Help
help and license management (see sec. 1.2.10).
Table 1.2 jems menus bar.
The menu bar is organized in 10 menus (tab. 1.2). In order to speed up menu
selection, several menu items are activated by a tool of the tools bar (see sec. ??).
A small tip text is attached to each tool button.

Figure 1.2: jems menus bar and tools bar (help menu not shown here).

1.2.1

File menu

The file menu is shown in fig. 1.5. The file menu items are listed and described in
table 1.2.1.
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Figure 1.3: jems file menu.

Figure 1.4: jems crystal menu.

M enu item Description
Export
to export crystal structure to old EMS system.
Import CIF to import a ICSD crystal structure (see sec. 16.3).
Open
to open a jems data file.
Page setup to define printer page format.
Print
to print the table of the primitive cell.
Save
to save the current crystal as a jems data file.
Exit
exit.
Table 1.2.1 The menu items of the file menu.

1.2.2

Crystal menu

The crystal menu is shown in fig. 1.4. Its menu items are listed and described in
table 1.2.2.
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M enu item
Description
Atom
to define the atoms position.
Structure factor
to list structure factors.
System
to define the RPS code or space-group.
Zone axis geometry to list zone axis.
Table 1.2.2 The menu items of the crystal menu.

1.2.3

Drawing menu

The drawing menu is shown in fig. 1.6. Its menu items are listed and described in
table 1.2.3.
M enu item
Diffraction
Image 3D
Perspective
Reciprocal space
Stereogram
Transfer function
X-Ray powder line

Description
to plot kinematical diffraction patterns.
to view images in 3D.
to draw a 3D view of the crystal structure.
to draw a 3D view of the reciprocal space.
to plot stegreograms.
to plot the transfer function of the microscope.
to plot electron, neutron or X-Ray powder lines.

Table 1.2.3 The menu items of the drawing menu.

1.2.4

Imaging menu

The drawing menu is shown in fig. 1.7. Its menu items are listed and described in
table 1.2.4.
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Figure 1.5: jems file menu.

Figure 1.6: jems drawing menu.

Figure 1.7: jems imaging menu.
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Figure 1.8: jems indexing menu.

M enu item
Blochwave
Howie-Whelan
Imager
Load
Multislice
Processing

Figure 1.9: jems measuring menu.

Description
to do dynamical calculations by Blochwave method (see sec. 5).
to do dynamical calculations by Howie-Whelan method (see sec. 6).
to load a wavefunction for HREM image calculation (see sec. 7).
to load images or stack of images (see sec. 8).
to do dynamical calculations by multilsice method (see sec. 9).
to process images (see sec. ??).

Table 1.2.4 The menu items of the imaging menu.

1.2.5

Indexing menu

The indexing menu is shown in fig. 1.8. Its menu items are listed and described in
table 1.2.5.
M enu item
Description
HOLZ pattern
to do index HOLZ patterns (see sec. 11.1).
Kikuchi pattern to index Kikuchi patterns (see sec. 11.2).
Spot pattern
to index SAED pattern (see sec. 11.3).
Table 1.2.5 The menu items of the indexing menu.
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Figure 1.10: jems parameters menu.

1.2.6

Figure 1.11: jems window menu.

Measuring menu

The measuring menu is shown in fig. 1.9. Its menu items are listed and described
in table 1.2.6.
M enu item Description
Thickness
to measure specimen thickness by CBED method (see sec. ??).
Table 1.2.6 The menu items of the measuring menu.

1.2.7

Parameters menu

The parameters menu is shown in fig. 1.10. Its menu items are listed and described
in table 1.2.7.
M enu item Description
Microscope to set microscope parameters (see section 13.1)
Preferences to set user preferences (see section ??)
Specimen
to set specimen parameters (see section ??)
Table 1.2.7 The menu items of the parameters menu.

1.2.8

Window menu

The window menu is shown in fig. 1.11. Its menu items are listed and described
in table 1.2.8.
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M enu item
Window

Description
to open or close hidden windows (see section 14.1)

Table 1.2.8 The menu item of the window menu.

1.2.9

Custom menu

The custom menu is shown in fig. 1.12. The custom menu is a hook to add user
written classes and methods. Its menu items are installation specific. Some default
classes are listed and described in table 1.2.9.

M enu item
Custom class demo
LoadImage
LoadSuperCell
thonDiagram
toParticle
toSlices
toTriclinic
Add class

Description
to show some controls available to custom classes (see sec. 15.2)
a custom class to load images (see sec. 15.3)
a custom class to load a EMS super-cell (see sec. 15.4)
a custom class to display a Thon diagram (see sec. 15.5)
a custom class to create spherical particles (see sec. 15.6)
a custom class to slice a crystal structure (see sec 15.7)
a custom class to transform crystal structures (see sec. 15.8)
to add a new custom class (see sec. 15.9)

Table 1.2.9 The menu items of the custom menu.

1.2.10

Help menu

jems help menu items are described in table 1.2.10. The ”License” menu item
opens the dialogue to request a license code. The other menu items provide help
tips. While it is not possible to change the configuration of the Index and Manual
items, the Site and Web items provide links to help ”local” help files, i.e. developed
by the local jems user(s) and to web help files provide to jems web site. The Web
site contains help tips not provided in the distributed help files.
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Figure 1.12: jems custom menu.

Figure 1.13: jems help menu.
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M enu item
About jems
License
Index
Manual
Site
Web

Description
to display About box.
to request and setup the license.
to open the help index.
to open the on-line manual.
to open the site help.
to open the web help.

Table 1.2.10 The menu items of the help menu.

1.3

Main toolbar

jems main toolbar duplicates several menu items. Figure 1.14 shows the icons
attached to these menu items. A mouse click on a toolbar icon is equivalent to the
activation of its related menu item. The icons are described in table 1.3.

Figure 1.14: jems main toolbar.

Icon
Open
Print
Save
Add Atom
RPS
Space-group
Diffraction
Perspective
Stereogram
Transfer function
Powder pattern
Microscope
Specimen
Dead mouse
About jems

Description
to load a crystal file.
to print the table ”Atom(s) in the unit cell” .
to save a crystal file.
to open the add atom dialogue.
to open the regular point system dialogue.
to open the space-group dialogue.
to open the diffraction plot window.
to open the perspective view dialogue.
to open the stereogram plot window.
to open the transfer function plot window.
to open the powder pattern plot window.
to open the microscope selection dialogue.
to open the specimen selection dialogue.
to open the ”Dead mouse” dialogue.
to open the about jems dialogue.
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Table 1.3 The tool buttons of jems main toolbar.
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Chapter 2
Theory
2.1

Electron diffraction

In transmission electron microscopy we are considering the scattering of high energy electrons, i.e. electrons accelerated by a potential larger than say 50 kV . The
electrons are scattered at small angles and as a result of the strong electron-matter
interaction (approximately 104 times larger than that of X-rays), only very thin
crystals can be imaged with the consequence that, assuming elastic scattering,
diffraction can not only occur when a particular reflection is at Bragg condition
(i.e. on the Ewald sphere) but also when the reflection is out-of-Bragg condition.
This is taken into account by assigning to each reciprocal node a little rod as is
shown in figure 2.1. This rod marks the reciprocal ”region or volume”, of axis
parallel to the entrance face normal of the crystal, that, when intersected by the
Ewald sphere, will give rise to diffraction. This is a relaxation of the diffraction
condition compared to X-ray or neutron diffraction where only reflections at Bragg
condition give rise to diffraction.
In a typical electron diffraction experiment many reciprocal nodes are either at or
close to Bragg condition and consequently the diffraction pattern may contain a
very large number of spots. This situation is illustrated on figure 2.2 where a high
symmetry [uvw] zone axis is oriented parallel to the incident beam of electrons
and single scattering is assumed. Note that the 4 fold symmetry of the diffraction
pattern and the circle, trace of the Ewald sphere on the FOLZ. Note also that the
reflections are either close to (000) or to the circle.
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Figure 2.1: A 3-D representation of Al reciprocal space (50 kV). Only 2 Laue zones
are represented (0th : red, 1st : green).
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Figure 2.2: A simulated electron diffraction pattern of Al with [001] parallel to the
incident beam direction (single scattering approximation).
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When the zone axis is not aligned with the incident beam direction as depicted
on figure 2.3 there is still a large number of reflections, but the pattern 4 fold
symmetry is lost and the trace of the Ewald sphere on the ZOLZ plane marked
the little circle that passes through (000). This circle is the so called ”Laue circle”
and its center is the Laue circle center (CLC). It is a very important parameter in
electron diffraction On figure 2.3 the CLC indices are (1,1,0) and the incident beam
direction is characterized by the vector from the CLC to the origin (O:(0,0,0)), i.e.
by indices (-1,-1,0).
A kinematical (or single scattering) electron diffraction theory is not able to fully
describe electron diffraction since an electron that has suffered one elastic scattering event in a crystal has a very high probability to suffer one or several other
such events during its travel in the crystal. Nevertheless, the most simple model of
electron diffraction, i.e. the kinematical theory, describes the geometry of diffraction and is the basic model for drawing diffraction patterns of various kinds. The
dynamical theory of electron scattering by crystals is necessary for precise calculations of the electron wavefunction at the exit face of a crystal. It requires much
more computer power than simple kinematical calculations. This theory will be
described in section 2.2.

2.2

Dynamical theory of electron diffraction

Since there are numerous review articles and books that provide in-depth descriptions of electron diffraction theories, this chapter will not provide all the details
of electron diffraction, but will, on the contrary, concentrate on a few key points
necessary to understand how jems calculations are actually performed. A very
good and highly readable description of dynamical electron diffraction is due to
Portier and Gratias [62, 27]. Their description will be used here to develop the
kinematical and dynamical theory of electron diffraction.
The electrons are scattered at small angles and as a result the theory describes
elastic scattering at small angles of high energy electrons. Electron diffraction by
crystals is a very strong process compared to X-Ray diffraction since the electronmatter interaction is approximately 104 times larger than that of X-rays.
Besides a description of the formal dynamical electron diffraction theory, three
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Figure 2.3: Al [001] diffraction pattern where the incident beam direction is slightly
out of zone axis orientation (CLC = (1,1,0).
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important methods implemented in jems will be described:
• Bloch wave method (section ??).
• Fast Fourier transformed based Multislice method (section ??).
• Howie-Whelan column approximation method (section ??).

2.2.1

Remarks

Three remarks help to set the scene for electron diffraction:
• Accelerated by a potential larger than 50 kV the electrons are propagating
several thousand times faster in the direction defined by the optical axis Oz
of the electron microscope compared to their movement in the perpendicular
plane Oxy . As a result the space isotropy is destroyed and in the approximation of small angle scattering the 3-dimensional stationary electron scattering
problem, can be replaced by a 2-dimensional stationary problem where the
direction z plays the role of time.
• Electron diffraction can be considered a transition problem: given a known
initial state |i > (defined for example by the direction of the incident electron
beam) what is the transition probability, after interaction with a scattering
potential during time z (crystal thickness), from the initial state |i > to a
particular final state |f > (the direction of a diffracted beam).
• The fundamental equation of electron scattering by a potential V (positive
inside a crystal) in the approximation of a stationary flux of electrons of a
given energy eE is the Schroedinger equation ([36]):
4Φ(~r) +

2me
[E + V (~r)]Φ(~r) = 0
~2

(2.1)

With a change of notation its is written as:
[4 + 4π 2 Ki2 ] Φ(~r) = −4π 2 U (~r) Φ(~r)
~ i | of the incident electrons is given by:
Where the wavevector |K
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(2.2)

√
|Ki | =

2meE
h

(2.3)

and
m = γ m0

γ =1+
e
E
c
U

(2.4)

e2 E 2
2 m0 c2

(2.5)

= electron charge
= accelerating voltage
= speed of light in vacuum
= 2 hm2 e VV olt (x, y, z)=scattering potential [nm-1]

In order to not confuse the scattering potential U (~r) with the evolution operator we
will use V (~r) instead. Consequently, the time-independent Schroedinger equation
is:
[4 + 4π 2 Ki2 + 4π 2 V (~r)] Φ(~r) = 0

(2.6)

Note that is in equation 2.6 the electron mass includes the relativistic correction
γ. Table 2.2.1 shows the relativistic correction, wavelength in pm and fractional
speed vc of the electron accelerated by several potentials.
E kV
50
100
200
500
1000

γ
1.098
1.119
1.391
1.978
2.957

λ pm
5.362
3.706
2.511
1.423
0.873

v
c

0.412
0.548
0.695
0.862
0.941

Table 2.2.1 Relativistic correction, wavelength and speed.
Note also that relativistic effects are never negligible in transmission electron microscopy.
When the scattering potential is null (vaccum), the solution of equation 2.6 is a
plane wave that could be defined either as:
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~

Φ(~r) = e2πıKi ·~r

(2.7)

or as:
~

Φ(~r) = e−2πıKi ·~r

(2.8)

We will use equation 2.7 since it is compatible with the Oxyz basis selected in jems
~ i is anti-parallel to Oz (see figure 2.5). This choice makes
where the wavevector K
the phase of the wave increase with the direction of propagation.
Consider the simple 2-beams diffraction condition depicted on figure 2.4, where
only reflection G is excited. Note also that χ goes from the center of the Laue
circle (CLC) to the origin O (Ki = Kz + χ where Kz is the z-component of Ki ). ~q
the momentum transfered by the elastic scattering is given by ~q − χ
~ = ~g + s~g
When G is at Bragg condition (the Ewald sphere passes through G), sg is null,
~q = −~
χ and:
Kg = Ki + q = Ki + g

(2.9)

~ Note that, at Bragg condition, the momenwhere g is the reciprocal vector OG.
tum transfer is ~g = ~q − χ
~ = −2~
χ.
Since elastic scattering tells us that kKg k = kKi k, equ. 2.9 becomes:
2 Ki g cos(180 − (90 − θB )) + g 2 = 0

(2.10)

and the usual Bragg law follows:
2 sin θB =

g
= λ dhkl
Ki

(2.11)

where dhkl is the reciprocal of the spacing between the (hkl) planes. At 100 kV ,
Bragg angles for several reflections of Al are given in table 2.2.1. One notices that
the Bragg angles are pretty small (of the order of 1o ) and that consequently the
small angle approximation is quite good.
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(hkl)
Bragg angle [mrad] Bragg angle [deg.] (hkl) spacing nm−1
(1,1,1) 7.91
0.453
4.276
(2,0,0) 9.14
0.523
4.938
(2,2,0) 12.92
0.740
6.983
(1,1,3) 15.15
0.868
8.189
(2,2,2) 15.83
0.906
8.553
(4,0,0) 18.28
1.047
9.876
Table 2.2.1 Bragg angle for a few selected Al reflections.

z

(hkl) plane

C

UVW

θB
Ko

θB
kz

Σ
O

g

90-θB

χ

CLC

Kg

G
q

sg

x

Figure 2.4: Two beams diffraction geometry (Bragg condition satisfied for G).
Since the electron microscope favors the Oz direction, it destroys the space isotropy.
The 3-D space can thus be described by a coordinate system (ρ; z) where ρ = {x, y}
gives the coordinates of a point on the plane Oxy perpendicular to Oz . The geometry adopted for jems is shown in figure 2.5. The incident electron beam is
anti-parallel to the Oz axis and to the optical axis of the electron microscope. The
crystal zone axis [uvw] is parallel or nearly parallel to the Oz axis. Consequently,
high order Laue zone (hkl) reflections are such that h u + k v + l w = 1, 2, 3, ....
The incident beam direction Ki is almost anti-parallel to the Oz axis, with a projection on the Oxy plane given by χ that points from the center of the Laue circle
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z
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uvw

θΒ

Ko

kz
G

y
χ
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Kg
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CLC

x

Figure 2.5: Diffraction geometry. C is the center of the Ewald sphere and CLC its
projection onto the zeroth order Laue zone (Center of Laue Circle).
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(CLC) to the origin O. The Laue circle is the intersection of the Ewald sphere
and the zeroth order Laue zone, i.e. the Laue zone containing the origin O of
reciprocal space. When Ki is exactly anti-parallel to Oz , χ = 0. ~g = ~q − χ
~ and
the momentum transfer is ~g + s~g where s~g is the excitation error defined as the
vector from the reciprocal node G to the Ewald sphere parallel to the normal ~n of
the entrance surface of the specimen. Furthermore the z-component of Ki (kz ) is
very large (it is for example 400 nm−1 at 200 kV accelerating voltage) compared
to its Oxy -component (χ). As a consequence, the electron wave oscillates with a
very high frequency in the Oz direction.
This allows us to write the electron wave-function as the product of a fast oscillating plane wave (e2πıkz z ) and a function Ψ(ρ; z) that varies slowly with z (yet to
be determined):
Φ(~r) = Φ(ρ; z) = e2πıkz z Ψ(ρ; z)

(2.12)
~

Note that the usual crystallographic notation for a plane wave e2πık·~r is being used
here (a consequence of this choice is that the kernel of the direct Fourier transform
~
will be written e−2πık·~r ).
The Laplacian 4 =
[4 + ...]e

2πıkz z

∂2
∂x2

+

∂2
∂y 2

+

∂2
∂z 2

is written as: 4ρ +

Ψ(ρ; z) is given by: [4ρ +

∂2
∂z 2

+ ...]e

2πıkz z

∂2
.
∂z 2

As a result,

Ψ(ρ; z).

Performing the z-differentiation:
∂
∂2
∂ 2 2πıkz z
2πıkz z
2 2
e
Ψ(ρ;
z)
=
e
[−4π
k
+
4πık
+
]Ψ(ρ; z)
z
z
∂z 2
∂z ∂z 2

(2.13)

Inserting the last expression into equation 2.6 and dropping the term e2πıkz z , one
obtains:
[4ρ + 4π

2

(Ki2

−

kz2

∂
∂2
+ V (ρ; z)) + 4πıkz
+
]Ψ(ρ; z) = 0
∂z ∂z 2

(2.14)

Since Ki2 = kz2 + χ2 :
[4ρ + 4π 2 χ2 + 4π 2 V (ρ; z) + 4πıkz
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∂
∂2
+ 2 ]Ψ(ρ; z) = 0
∂z ∂z

(2.15)

Rearranging the last equation:
ı

1
∂2
∂Ψ(ρ; z)
=−
[4ρ + 4π 2 χ2 + 4π 2 V (ρ; z) + 2 ]Ψ(ρ; z)
∂z
4πkz
∂z

(2.16)

2

| being much smaller than |kz ∂Ψ(ρ;z)
| we drop it (this is equivalent
The term | ∂ Ψ(ρ;z)
∂z 2
∂z
to neglect backscattering). We finally obtain the fundamental equation of the
elastic scattering of high energy monokinetic electrons with a potential within the
approximation of small angle scattering:
ı

∂
1
Ψ(ρ; z) = −
[4ρ + 4π 2 χ2 + 4π 2 V (ρ; z)]Ψ(ρ; z)
∂z
4πkz

(2.17)

Remarks
• The approximations of the fundamental equation are equivalent to assume
that the scattering potential is small compared to the accelerating potential
and that kz varies only slightly with z. It is in fact a quite good approximation, since the mean crystal potential is of the order of 10 − 20 V .
• Electron backscattering is neglected, the electron are moving forwards.
• The fundamental equation is actually equivalent to a 2-dimensional Schroedinger
equation (ρ = {x, y}) where z plays the role of time. The systeme evolution
is thus causal, from the past to the future.
The fundamental equation 2.17 is put in a Hamiltonian form (equ. 2.18):
ı

∂
Ψ=H ψ
∂z

(2.18)

where:
H=−

2.2.2

1
[4ρ + 4π 2 χ2 + 4π 2 V (ρ; z)]
4πkz

(2.19)

Causal evolution equation

The hamiltonian H = H(ρ; z) is z dependent through the potential term V (ρ; z).
When V does not depend on z, a causal evolution operator U (z, 0) is defined
as:
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Ψ(ρ; z) = U (z, 0) Ψ(ρ; 0)

(2.20)

b
The evolution from z to z (no evolution!) is the identity operator I:
U (z, z) = Ib

(2.21)

Assuming that the scattering potential V (ρ; z) does not depend on z is equivalent
to make the hypothesis that the crystal can be replaced by a series of thin slices
of constant V 0 (ρ) given by:
1
V (ρ) =
τ
0

z+τ

Z

V (ρ; z 0 )dz 0

(2.22)

z

V 0 (ρ) is the projected potential of the slice of thickness τ . The causal evolution
operator for the whole crystal is then written as:
U (zn ; 0) = U (zn ; zn−1 ) U (zn−1 ; zn−2 ) ... U (z; 0)

(2.23)

where each thin slice is characterized by its own particular evolution operator.
A fundamental postulate of quantum mechanics ([54, 68] says that the evolution
operator obeys the equation:
ı

∂
U (z, 0) = H(ρ; z) U (z, 0)
∂z

(2.24)

With H(ρ; z) given by equation 2.19.
U (z, 0) is a unitary operator that is in general not directly integrable. Nevertheless, the dynamical theory of elastic diffraction at small angles is solved as soon as
the solution of the equation 2.24 is obtained.

2.2.3

Notation

In crystal space ρ = {x, y} represents the position (a better notation would be ρ~
instead of ρ, but this would make the notation cumbersome, since the context of
the equations clearly determines the scalar or vectorial nature of the objects). The
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eigenvectors of the position ρb operator are the |ρ >. The |ρ > form a basis of the
representation of ρb given by:
< ρ0 |ρ >= δ(ρ − ρ0 )

(2.25)

This basis is complete and has the closure relationship:
∞

Z

d2 ρ |ρ >< ρ| = Ib

(2.26)

−∞

In this representation the wavefunction of the electron is:
Ψ(ρ) =< ρ | Ψ >

(2.27)

In the {ρ} representation some operators are diagonal (V (ρ; z) is diagonal), some
are not (for example 4ρ ).
The natural representation of the momentum space is given by the plane waves
representation {q}. The {q} basis has the usual properties:
< q 0 | q >= δ(q − q 0 )
Z

(2.28)

∞

d2 q |q >< q| = Ib

(2.29)

−∞

In their dual space |ρ > et |q > are written as:

< ρ|q >= e2πıρ·q
< q|ρ >= e−2πıq·ρ
In the {q} representation (plane waves), < q|Ψ >, is written using the closure
relationship as:
Z

∞

d2 ρ < q|ρ >< ρ|Ψ >

< q|Ψ >=

(2.30)

−∞

Z

∞

< q | Ψ >=

d2 ρ e−2πı(q

−∞
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· ρ)

Ψ(ρ)

(2.31)

or in the {ρ} representation:
Z

∞

< ρ | Ψ >=

∞

Z

2

d2 ρ e2πı(ρ

d ρ < ρ|q >< q|Ψ >=

· q)

Ψ(q)

(2.32)

−∞

−∞

Thus the {ρ} and {q} representations are linked by Fourier transforms. In order
to calculate high resolution images we will use the {ρ} representation, while the
{q} representations will be selected to calculate diffraction patterns.
The initial state of the incident electron Ψ(ρ; 0) is given in the {ρ} representation
by Ψ(ρ; 0) =< ρ|Ψ0 >.
|χ > is initial state in the {q} representation:
Z

∞

|χ >=

∞

Z

2

d2 ρ e−2πρ·q Ψ(ρ, 0)

d ρ < q|ρ >< ρ|Ψ0 >=
−∞

(2.33)

−∞

When convergent beam electron diffraction patterns are calculated, the incident
conical illumination is decomposed in a set of plane waves |χ > and an independent
dynamical calculation performed for each |χ >.
Similarly, the final state at thickness z, after scattering by the potential during a
”time” z is given by Ψ(ρ; z) =< ρ|Ψz >.
Hermitic or self-adjoint operators can be decomposed in a basis formed by their
eigenvectors (spectral decomposition). These operators have real eigenvalues and
correspond to measurable physical properties. In our case, the eigenvalues of the
hamiltonian operator H correspond to the total energy of the system, i.e. kinetic
energy + potential energy. In the basis of its eigenvectors |j > with corresponding
eigenvalue γ (j) , H is decomposed as:
H=

X

γ (j) |j >< j| =

j

X

γ (j) Pj

(2.34)

j

where the Pj = |j >< j| are projection operators (Pj2 = Pj ). Finally, using the
spectral decomposition, any function of a self-adjoint operator (for example H)
can be written as:
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f (H) =

X

f (γ (j) ) |j >< j|

(2.35)

j

2.2.4

Transition probability

The final state of the electron after interaction with the crystal potential |Ψz > is
given by:
|Ψz >= U (z, 0)|Ψ0 >= U (z, 0) Ib |Ψ0 >=

X

U (z, 0)|q 0 >< q 0 |Ψ0 >

(2.36)

q0

The complex
diffracted in the direction |q > is then (dropP amplitude of the beam
0
ping the q0 since each time |q >< q 0 | appears it implies a summation:
< q|Ψz >=< q|U (z, 0)|q 0 >< q 0 |Ψ0 >

(2.37)

< q|Ψz >=< q|U (z, 0)|χ >

(2.38)

The transition probability from the initial state |χ > to the final state |q >,
ωχ→q (z, 0), is the module square of < q|U (z, 0)|χ >. It is the intensity of the beam
diffracted in the |q > direction. Figure 2.6 represents the transition from |χ > to
|q >.
ωχ

→ q (z, 0)

= | < q|U (z, 0)|χ > |2

(2.39)

The intensity of the wavefunction Ψ(ρ; z) at the exit face of the crystal slab is
given similarly by the transition probability from the initial state |o > to the final
state |ρ >:

ωo

→ ρ (z, 0)

= | < ρ|U (z, 0)|o > |2 = |

X

< ρ|q >< q|U (z, 0)|o > |2

q

where the closure

P

q

|q >< q| = Ib has been used.
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(2.40)

|χ>

z=0
z

z

|q>

Figure 2.6: Transition probability ωχ→q (z, 0).
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The intensity observed at point ρ in the image plane is modified by the transfer
function of the microscope T (q 0 , q) that couples states |q 0 > and |q > (it is a matrix
in the {q} representation). The intensity is thus given by:
ωo

→ ρ (z, 0)

=|

XX

< ρ|q 0 >< q 0 |T (q 0 , q)|q >< q|U (z, 0)|o > |2

(2.41)

q0

q

The Fourier components of the wavefunction in the image plane of the objective
lens are modified by < q 0 |T (q 0 , q)|q > (Abbe theory of image formation). The
terms < sumq0 < ρ|q 0 > show that the wavefunction is obtained by a Fourier
transform. In the backfocal plane of the objective lens the Fourier components of
the wavefunction are given by:
X

< q 0 |T (q 0 , q)|q >< q|U (z, 0)|o >

(2.42)

q0

One must notice that the microscope introduces a coupling between the diffracted
beams when transfered by the objective lens. When the transfer is linear (for
example in the WPOA, i.e. weak phase object approximation) the transfer matrix
< q 0 |T (q 0 , q)|q > is diagonal, < q 0 |T (q 0 , q)|q >= T (q)δ(q 0 − q). In this particularly
simple case the image intensity is:
ωo

→ ρ (z, 0)

=|

X

< ρ|q > T (q) < q|U (z, 0)|o > |2

(2.43)

q

Finally, let us remark that the symmetry properties of the diffraction patterns and
high resolution images are intrinsically tighten to the properties of the transition
probabilities ωo → ρ (z, 0) and ωχ → q (z, 0). Consequently, the evolution operator
is the key to understand not only these symmetries, but also the contrast of the
bright and dark field images of defects.
Since U (z, 0) is a unitary operator (the norm of |Ψ > is conserved) it can be
∂
directly integrated only when H(ρ; z) and ∂z
H(ρ; z) commute. In that case the
general solution is [54]:
Z
U (z, 0) = exp[−ı

H(τ )dτ
0

H(ρ; z) and

∂
H(ρ; z)
∂z

commute when:
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z

(2.44)

• V (ρ; z) does not depend on z, i.e. V (ρ; z) = V (ρ).
• V (ρ; z) can be neglected (free space propagation).
• H(ρ; z) is approximated by it potential term.
These approximations will be considered in the following sections. They are pretty
useful (and very often employed...) in transmission electron microscopy since they
allow to unify the different approaches of the solution of the fundamental equation
such as the Bloch wave method, the multislice technique or the Howie-Whelan
column approximation.

2.3

Dynamical theory of electron diffraction
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Chapter 3
Crystal menu
The definition of a new crystal is done in two steps:
• space-group or regular point system (RPS) definition.
• atom definition.
It is recommended to first define the space-group, since knowing it, jems can provide hints for the special positions (Wyckoff positions) that help define the atoms
(x, y, z) position. Note that x, y or z are defined in the open interval [0, 1[.

3.1

Specifying the space-group

jems contains the definition and the symmetry operators for the space-groups
listed in the International Tables for Crystallography [?, 55]. For example the
cubic space-groups are selected by their Hermann-Mauguin symbol as shown
in figure 3.1. The space-groups P n-3, F d-3, P n-3n P n-3m, F d-3m
and F d-3c have 2 settings: the first centric and the second non-centric. The
Hermann-Mauguin symbol (see [73]) of the centric space-groups is preceded by
a *. The full symbol as well as the space-group number are obtained when the
mouse is place on the Hermann-Mauguin symbol.
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Figure 3.1: Space-groups of the cubic systems.
The horizontal slider sets the cubic lattice parameter. The text area of the slider
allows to directly enter the lattice parameter.
The regular point system of the selected space-group is displayed in tabular form
using the tabulate tool of the toolbar.

3.1.1

Using the space-group

The General tab of the regular point system dialogue contains the general position of the space-group (fig. 3.2).The Special tab contains the special positions
with their multiplicity, Wyckoff letter, site symmetry and coordinates (fig. 3.3).
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Figure 3.2: The RPS general positions table.

Figure 3.3: The RPS Wyckoff positions table.

It is always a good idea to compare these tables with the International Tables for
Crystallography or to the tables provided with the description of the crystal structure since there is no unique way to define the symmetry operators of a particular
structure.

3.1.2

Using the regular point system editor

When the tables provided by jems do not correspond to the required symmetry
operators, one can directly define them using the Regular Point System Code definition dialogue (fig 3.4).

Button
+
C

Description
to add one or several rps code(s).
to delete the selected rps code.
to clear the table.

Table 3.1.2 The buttons of the rps code table.
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Figure 3.4: The regular point system code dialogue.
The regular point system editor appears like a pocket calculator (Fig. 3.6). A
particular RPS code (for example -x, 1/2 +y, -z that describes a 21 rotation axis
along Oy) is simply defined by mouse clicks on keys ”-” ”x” ”,” ”1/2” ,... . The
Add button adds the just defined RPS code to the editor table, the Done button
closes the editor window.
Any set of symmetry operator can be defined this way.

3.2

Defining atoms and their position

Figure 3.7 shows the position of the atoms of the Cu2 AlM n structure. Only 3
atoms are necessary to define the structure since orbits will be generated by the
space-group.
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Figure 3.5: The RPS
table.

Figure 3.6: The RPS editor.

Figure 3.7: The add atom dia- Figure 3.8: The atom dialogue for defining or modifying
logue and the table of atoms.
atom position.
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Button
+
C
M

Description
to add one or several atom(s) to the table.
to delete the selected atom from the table.
to clear the table.
to modify the selected atom.

Table 3.2 The buttons of the add atom table.
Figure 3.8 shows the dialogue defining the atoms position. The buttons of the
Wyckoff position panel insert the special position (x, y, z) values into the Atom
coordinates sliders and consequently provide guidance to the user helping him
define the coordinate(s) that has (have) to be entered.
The Wyckoff position panel is activated when the space-group is defined (Fig. 3.9).
The Atom charge displays the atomic form factors that can be selected for a given
atom (only activated when the PRDW or XRay sources of atomic form factors
are chosen (Atomic Form Factor panel).
The atom coordinates panel sets the (x, y, z) atom coordinates, the Debye-Waller
temperature factor, the site occupancy and the absorption. The coordinates are
subject to the constraint 0 <= xi < 1.

Figure 3.9: The Wyckoff position, Atom Figure 3.10: The Atom coordinates panel.
charge and Atomic Form Factor selection panels.

3.2.1

Electron scattering factors

The numerical values of the elastic electron atomic scattering factors are fitted
using atomic form factors from sources listed in table 3.2.1. By default the atomic
form factors are taken form the tables published Peng [50, 48].
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Selection Atomicf ormf actor
DT/SB
Doyle-Turner / Smith-Burge [1, 26].
EJK
Earl J. Kirkland [20, 3].
PRDW
Peng-Ren-Dudarev-Whelan [50, 48].
WK
Weickenmeier-Kohl (phonon) [2].
WKc.
Weickenmeier-Kohl (phonon + core) [2].
X-Ray
International Tables for Crystallography [?].
Table 3.2.1 The 6 sources of atomic form factors.

3.3

Displaying the crystal structure

When the java3D api is properly installed, jems is able to display the crystal structure as shown in figure 3.11. The red, green and blue arrows point to the x, y
and z directions. The many controls allow to change the atoms’ size or color, the
viewing direction, etc. The Duplicate tab allows to duplicate a given structure up
to 16 times in the x, y or z directions (use the hammer icon).

Figure 3.11: The java3D dialogue.
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Figure 3.15 shows the Cu2 M nAl structure duplicated 2 × 3 × 2 times that is obtained pushing the hammer button. The duplicated structure can be saved as a
regular jems crystal file.
The crystal drawing view is adjustable using the controls gathered in the Options
(Fig. 3.12) and Controls (Fig. 3.13) panels.

Figure 3.12: The Options panel that controls Figure 3.13: The Controls panel to change
the 3-D view.
atom size, color, view direction, etc.
The 3-D view are programmed with the Java3D API and is controlled by the
mouse actions listed in table 3.3.

M ouse action
Drag
Drag + Alt
Drag + Meta
Drag + Left
Drag + Right
Click

Description
to rotate the structure.
to zoom the structure (Mac OS-X).
to translate the structure (Mac OS-X).
to zoom the structure (Windows XP).
to zoom the structure (Windows XP).
to identify the pointed atom.

Table 3.3 The 3D mouse controls.
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Figure 3.14: 3D [1,1,1] perspective view.

3.3.1

Figure 3.15: The java3D dialogue with a duplicated Cu2 M nAl crystal structure.

Ab-initio powder pattern calculation

A ab-initio powder diffraction pattern can be simulated using any regular or duplicated structure (Fig. 3.17). The powder patterns are simulated using the Debye
formula ([28]). For a average random orientation of small crystallites each containing N atoms, the scattering power is given by equ. 3.1:

IN (s) =

N X
N
X

fi (s)fj (s)

i=1 j=1

sin(2πsdij )
2πsdij

(3.1)

where:
• s=

sin θ
.
λ

• fi (s) is the complex atomic scattering factor of atom i.
• dij is the distance between atoms i and j.
In order to reduce the computing time for complex structures with several atom
species per unit cell, the range of d is made of discrete bins and the interatomic
distances dij are distributed in the different bins. The intensity I(s) is then calculated using the bins’ content and is printed in a notebook file (.nb) ready for
processing with Mathematica. The maximum numbers of bins has been selected
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in order to make the error when evaluating

sin(2πsd)
2πsd

smaller than 10−4 .

As an example, an Al crystallite made of 10×10×10 unit cells, contains N = 5072
atoms making 12’865’128 pairs ( N (N2−1) ) of 458 dij categories. The output is sent
to the file P PA l.nb.
Starting ab-initio powder pattern calculation
Found 5072 visible atoms.
Making 12865128 pairs.
Found 458 categories.
Powder pattern created(Mathematica notebook)::/Users/pierrestadelmann
/jems/../PP_Al.nb
Ab-initio powder pattern calculation done
Using Mathematica, the powder pattern is readily plotted as show in figure 3.16).

Figure 3.16: Mathematica plot of an ab-initio powder pattern.
Crystal structures with to 50 thousand atoms can be displayed within seconds
(time is computer dependent) and ab-inito powder pattern calculated also within
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Figure 3.17: A ab-initio powder diffraction Figure 3.18: A powder pattern calculated with
pattern of the 2x3x2 Cu2 M nAl crystal.
the structure displayed in figure 3.19.
seconds or minutes (Fig. 3.19, 3.18). Finally, using the Ring button shown in
figure 3.17 one can display the powder pattern as an usual diffraction pattern
(Fig. 3.20).

3.4

Zone axis geometry

The geometry of the different zone axis is in a table form shown in figure 3.21
for Al using menu item Zone axis geometry of the crystal menu. When one
particular [uvw] direction is selected, the zone axis diffraction pattern (ZAP) is
displayed (fig. 3.22). The kinematical approximation is used to calculated the
spots’intensity of the ZAP. The table gives the 2 shortest reciprocal vector of the
ZAP, their angle and ratio, the associated structure factors and the radius of several high order Laue zone circles.Such a table is used for automatic indexing of
diffraction patterns (see sec. 11.3).

3.5

Structure factors table

Menu item Crystal Structure factor opens a window displaying an ordered table
of the structure factors either complete or reduced taking into account equivalent
reflections (fig. 3.23, fig. 3.24).
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Figure 3.19: A 3D view of a large Cu2 AlM n Figure 3.20: A ab-initio ring powder pattern
particle (note the channeling).
of the large Cu2 M nAl crystal (9009 atoms).
The different controls allow to increase the maximum (h,k,l) indices of the reflections and to change the source of atomic scattering factors. The relativistic
correction is included by default.

Column
#
(h,k,l)
Vr /V
Vi /V
Ampli/V
P hase/V
Ext./nm
Bragg/mRad
d/nm
Intens.

Description
multiplicity.
(h,k,l) indices.
real part of structure factor [V olt].
imaginary part of structure factor [V olt].
structure factor amplitude [V olt].
phase of structure factor [Degree].
2-beams extinction distance [nm].
Bragg angle [mRad].
(h,k,l) plane spacing[nm].
line intensity [a.u.]

Table 3.5 The structure factor table (figures 3.23, 3.24).
The structure factor window contains tool to regenerate the list, to draw a line pattern (fig. 3.25 or a ring pattern (fig. 3.26). The ring pattern window allows to load
an experimental powder pattern and rapid matching with a list of crystals. It may
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Figure 3.21: The geometry of several zone Figure 3.22: The [102] zone axis pattern (Al
axis (Al crystal).
crystal).
be necessary to quick matching to keep constant the camera length and calibration.
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Figure 3.23: The list of Al structure factors. Figure 3.24: The reduced list of Al structure
factors.

Figure 3.25: A simulated powder pattern of a Figure 3.26: An Al ring pattern superimposed
15 × 15 × 15) unit cells Al crystallite.
on the powder pattern of a 15 × 15 × 15 unit
cells Al crystallite.
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Chapter 4
Drawing menu
One of the primary purposes of developing EMS [57] and later jems was to allow
materials scientists to quickly draw electron diffraction patterns, SAED, CBED
or powder patterns. This is now realized using several jems dialogues. Later the
possibility to simulate X-Ray or neutron powder patterns has been added in order
to compare electron powder patterns to the JCPDS data files [41].

4.1

SAED diffraction pattern

SAED is still one of the most important transmission electron microscopy technique
in materials science since it allows to identify crystallographic phases of very small
volume. Though it is quite easy to index SAED patterns of cubic crystals, it is not
so easy to index or plot patterns of less symmetrical phases. jems includes both
facilities. Plotting SAED patterns is made possible using the Diffraction menu
item of the Drawing menu. This menu item also allows to plot SAED patterns of
precipitate variants or twins (sec.4.1.3) and precession SAED patterns (sec.4.1.2).
All these drawing use the kinematical diffraction theory approximation, i.e. the
intensity of the reflections is proportional to the square of the structure factors.
This approximation is in most cases wrong indeed, but the geometry of the patterns
does not depend on the crystal thickness.
Figure 4.1 shows the main dialogue that allows various SAED plots.
Table 4.1 describes the tabs that allow to control the plot parameters.
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Figure 4.1: The SAED drawing dialogue.
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T ab
Avalanche
Crystal/matrix
Diffraction
Lattice
Laue zones
Normal
Options
Process
Variant

Description
to plot SAED using a list of [u, v, w] zoneaxis directions.
to change the SAED zoneaxis using a stereographic projection.
to change the diffraction parameters.
to change the crystal lattice parameters.
to boost the intensity of the higher order Laue zone reflections or lines.
to change the specimen entrance foil normal and to rotate the SAED patterns.
to select several options, like backgroung color, atomic form factors.
to process the background experimental SAED pattern.
to display a precipitate SAED pattern overlayed on a matrix SAED pattern.

Table 4.1 The tabs containing the SAED plot parameters.

4.1.1

Controls and options

Only the most important controls and options will be describe here since a tip text
attached to every control or option describes its primary function or usage.
Avalanche tab
This tab presents in a tabular form a choice of [u, v, w] zone axis of the stereogram
displayed on the diffraction tab. For cubic crystals only reflections of the quadrant
limited by [1, 0, 0], [1, 0, 1], [1, 1, 1]. For crystals of lower symmetry a large selection
is tabulated.
Crystal/matrix tab
Two sliders allow to control the crystal thickness in order to change the reflections
intensity (only in the two beams approximation) and the number of the plotted
Laue zones.
Diffraction tab
Most of the SAED parameters are adjusted according to the crystal lattice parameters in order to have as fast as possible plots. This is achieved by adjusting
the acceptance angle of the objective lens, the camera length and the deviation
parameter (distance of the reciprocal nodes to the Ewald sphere).
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It is possible to fix these parameters using the check boxes gathered in the Keep
constant box.
Lattice tab
A small variation of the lattice parameters is made possible using the controls
of the Lattice tab. This is most useful when High Order Laue Zone lines are
plotted.
Laue zones tab
The intensity of the High Order Laue Zone reflections and lines is boosted using
the radio buttons of the Laue zones tab. These radio buttons are only effective
when the option LZ colors of the Options tab is selected.
Normal tab
The orientation of the entrance foil normal is selected using the stereogram. When
the SAED [u, v, w] direction is changed the foil normal is set parallel to [u, v, w].
The rotation alignment control allows to rotate the SAED pattern. The centering
of the plotted SAED pattern on the experimental one is obtained by dragging
the plotted pattern using the blue cross. Dragging the green cross allows to fine
tune the crystal orientation given by the [u, v, w] zone axis indices and the (h, k, l)
indices of the center of Laue circle, i.e. the projection of the Ewald sphere center
on the zeroth order Laue zone.
Options tab
The check boxes of this tab allow to plot High Order Laue zones lines, Kikuchi
lines or ZOLZ deficient lines. The plot of (kinematically forbidden) reflections due
double diffraction and reflection indices are also controlled here.
Process tab
Several image processing algorithms can be applied on the underlay experimental
diffraction pattern, like contrast inversion, colorizing, ...
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Variant tab
The Variant tab allows to plot overlayed matrix/precipitate or twin SAED patterns. More tabs are made available when the precipitate is loaded in order to
control the appearance of the overlay SAED pattern and the matrix/precipiate
orientation relationship. Figure 4.2 shows the reflections due to FCC twins (matrix zone axis set to [1, 1, 3]). The precipitate variants or twins reflections are
plotted as gray dots or disks. As soon as the matrix/precipitate orientation relationship is defined the diffraction zone axis is entirely controlled by the matrix
zone axis [u, v, w] direction (Avalanche or Crystal/matrix tabs) and the precipitate variants or twins reflections are plotted as blue dots or disks. The variants
or twins reflections as well as the matrix ones can be plotted on an experimental
SAED pattern (fig. 4.3).

Figure 4.2: FCC twins in Al (matrix zone axis [1, 1, 3]).
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Figure 4.3: Experimental SAED pattern loaded as background image.

4.1.2

Precession SAED patterns

After moving the center of Laue circle in order to apply a small crystal tilt (fig.
4.4), a precession kinematical diffraction pattern is generated using the Make tool
button (fig. 4.5).

4.1.3

SAED of precipitate variants and twins

Some matrix/precipitate orientation relationships are generated using the Make
tool button of the tab Variant - Orient. relat.. Other tool buttons can be edited
and saved. They shown the Orientation relationships table (fig.4.6). At present
jems checks that the matrix or precipitate Ox [u,v,w] direction or (h,k,l) plane is
perpendicular to the Oz one.

4.2

Powder diffraction pattern

Calculations of powder electron, neutron and X-Ray diffraction patterns are performed within the kinematical approximation using the dialogue shown on figure 4.7. Figure 4.8 shows the different X-Ray sources available.
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Figure 4.4: The center of Laue circle defines a crystal tilt of 3 degrees.
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Figure 4.5: A kinematical precession SAED pattern (Al [1, 1, 3], HOLZ reflections
boosted by 100 times using the controls of the Laue zones tab and selecting the LZ
colors check box).
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Figure 4.6: The tool buttons set to edit new orientation relationships.
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Figure 4.7: The powder line dialogue allows Figure 4.8: A powder line pattern drawn with
to compare powder electron, neutron and X- the CuKα1 radiation.
Ray diffraction patterns.
The table above the lines plot contains, from left to right, the multiplicity of a
(hkl) powder line, its (hkl) indices, the reciprocal spacing [nm−1 ], twice the Bragg
angle [degree], the ratio of its intensity ratio to the most intense line of the pattern,
the Bragg angle [mRad], the real and imaginary parts of the structure factor of
one of the multiple line with (h,k,l) indices [V olt], the structure factor amplitude
[V olt], the spacing between the (hkl) planes [nm], the Lorentz polarization factor
(for X-Ray radiation) and the sum of h, k and l squared. The columns can be
reaaranged in order to, for example, bring the LP factor besides the (hkl) indices
by dragging the LP column left (fig. 4.9). Powder lines plot are printed or saved
as a Mathematica notebook with the tools attached to the dialogue (fig. 4.10).

Figure 4.9: The table of the powder lines. Figure 4.10: A Mathematica plot of the powder line pattern.
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The intensities of the lines of the powder pattern of Al2 O3 shown in fig. 4.11 compare very well with published results [8].

Figure 4.11: A powder line plot of Al2 O3 .
Powder line patterns can also be displayed as rings as shown on figure 4.12.This
allows to quickly compares experimental and simulated powder patterns. In order
to keep the pattern calibrated it is necessary to check the first two checkboxes of
Keep constant options (fig. 4.13). The experimental powder patttern of fig. 4.13
has been colorized with the image processor (see chap. 10).
Experimental powder patterns can also be displayed in 3D, using java3D as shown
in figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.12: An experimental powder pattern with superimposed calculated rings
and powder pattern.

Figure 4.13: The crystals table allows to display quickly the simulated powder
patterns for a set of crystal files.
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Figure 4.14: A 3D view of an experimental powder pattern.
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Chapter 5
Dynamical calculations with the
Blochwave method
5.1

Introduction

The Blochwave method for dynamical calculation allows to simulate CBED diffraction patterns and HRTEM images. In jems, Blochwaves can be calculated and displayed as well as channeling images, rocking curves and tables of tilted HRTEM
images. The Blochwave method is very efficient to perform dynamical calculations
with small lattice parameters. It can also be used for imaging defects, but one has
to keep in mind that the time of calculation growths as the cube of the number of
reflections.

T ab
Bloch wave
Channeling
CBED
HREM map
Rocking curve
Tilt table

Description
to do simple Bloch wave calculations (see sec. 5.2).
to compute electron channeling images (see sec. 5.3).
to calculate CBED, LACBED, precession and hollow cone diffraction patterns.
to compute HRTEM maps (thickness versus defocus).
to compute rocking curves.
to simulate HRTEM images with tilted illumination conditions.
Table 5.1 The tabs of the Blochwave dialogue.

Table 5.1 defines the icons of this dialogue.
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Figure 5.1: The Bloch wave dialogue.
open list

delete a microscope

save list

default microscopes

add a microscope

help

Table 5.1: Blochwave dialogue icons.

5.2

Bloch wave calculation

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the tabs and controls to perform simple Bloch wave
calculations. On the right of these two tabs a kinematical diffraction pattern is
drawn and images of the different Bloch waves are displayed. The 2 vertical sliders
on the sides of the kinematical diffraction allow to control the camera length (left
slider) and the deviation error (right) slider. The deviation error slider selects
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the number of reflections that will be used for the Bloch wave calculation (see
sec. ??).

Figure 5.2: The imaging tab and diffraction Figure 5.3: The parameters tab and the Bloch
tab
wave image display.
On the left of the first tab the Image X-tiling and Image Y-tiling allow to display
Bloch waves image of up to 32x32 unit cells. The Iteration slider sets the crystal
thickness and Strong reflections slider set the number of the reflections that will be
included in the calculation (see section ??). The 4 sliders on the sides of the image
area set the Bloch wave number (top left), the crystal thickness (bottom left), the
image contrast (top right) and the image brightness (bottom right).
The calculation is started or stopped with the Start or Stop buttons.
The Blochwave parameters group of checkboxes (All, Bethe, Show ) allows to include in the calculation both the weak and strong reflections, to use Bethe approximation (see 5.2.1) and to display in 2 dialogues the secular matrix elements
(fig. 5.4), the eigenvalues and eigenvectors (fig: 5.5). These matrices can be saved
and processed with Mathematica (see section 16.4).
The direction of the incident electron beam are specified both by the crystal zone
axis and the center of the Laue circle (see section ??). The green cross located on
the (000) reflection can be moved using the mouse or any combination of Shift,
Ctrl, Alt and the up, down, right, left arrows to set the center of the Laue circle.
Together with the deviation error slider precise 2-beams conditions can be set
(Fig. 5.6).
The reflections can be plotted as a function of crystal thickness (fig. 5.8) or printed
as a Mathematica notebook for further processing via the dialogue of fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.4: The real part of the secular matrix elements.

Figure 5.5: The eigensystem dialogue.

Figure 5.6: A two beams condition.

Figure 5.7: Two beams eigensystem.
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Figure 5.8: Two beams plot.

5.2.1

Figure 5.9: Table of the beams amplitude and
phase.

Bethe correction

The Bethe correction consists in introducing the weak reflections as perturbations of the strong reflections. Strong reflections are reflections possessing a large
structure factor and/or a very small excitation error. This correction transform a
n-beams dynamical calculation into a reduced sized one. Since calculation time is
proportional to n3 the reduction is very efficient for CBED and LACBED calculations.
Figure 5.10 shows the intensity of the (000) beam as a function of crystal thickness
for Cu [001] when only 12 strong reflections, 12 strong reflections & Bethe correction, 144 reflections and a superposition of these. In this particular case, medium
z material, 12 strong reflections & Bethe correction calculations could replace the
144 reflections calculations.
In the case of larger z crystals such as Mo [001] a larger number of strong reflections
would have to be taken into account (fig. 5.11).
The strong reflections g are corrected to take into account the weak reflections g
following equation 5.1:
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Figure 5.10: Bethe correction Cu [001].

Figure 5.11: Bethe correction Mo [001].
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Ug = Ug −

X Uh Ug−h
h

2Ksg = 2Ksg −

X |Ug−h |2
h

5.3

2Ksh
2Ksh

(5.1)
(5.2)

Channeling images

Electrons channel when passing through crystal slabs. Channeling has important
consequences for HAADF, EDS and EELS. When the incident beam is oriented
parallel to a high symmetry zone axis, atoms form columns along which electron
channels. The channeling effects are shown for GaAs in [001] direction in figures 5.12 (integrated wavefunction intensity) and 5.13 (wavefunction). Channeling
concentrates the electron flux at the atomic columns position (red). Absorption
effects as a function of crystal thickness can be observed to occur principally at the
atomic columns position. A depletion of the electron flux occurs near the atomic
columns position.

5.4

CBED patterns

The CBED tab (5.14) allows to perform several dynamical calculations such as
”hollow cone (fig. 5.16), precession (fig. 5.17), CBED (fig. 5.18) or LACBED
(fig. 5.22).
The CBED parameters are specified using controls grouped in the following tabs
(table 5.4):

T ab
Controls
Illumination the incident illumination.
Iteration
the CBED iteration.
Laue zones
the Laue zones intensity boosts.
Scan control the hollow cone illumination.
Table 5.4 The CBED tabs.
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Figure 5.12: (x,z) image of integrated wave- Figure 5.13: (x,z) image of wavefunction infunction intensity (GaAs [011]).
tensity (GaAs [011]).
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Figure 5.14: The CBED tab of the Blochwave dialogue.
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5.4.1

CBED illumination controls
Option
Description
Illumination model incoherent or coherent illumination.
Half-conv./mrad
Incident beam half-convergence [mrad].
CBED defocus
defocus introduced with coherent illumination.
Zoom
controls the CBED pattern size.
Table 5.4.1 The CBED illumination controls.

When a coherent illumination is selected and CBED disks are overlapping, the
(complex) beam amplitudes are summed to produce interference effects.

5.4.2

CBED iteration controls

The Iteration parameters sliders control the initial crystal thickness, the number
of iterations and the crystal thickness increment between 2 iterations.
The Strong reflections number slider control the minimum number of strong reflections to include in the calculation.
The options of Blochwave options are described in table 5.4.2.
Option
Description
All
includes all the reflections.
Bethe
introduces the Bethe correction.
LACBED performs a LACBED calculation of the center spot.
Shift
allows to place a selected CBED disk at the pattern center.
Table 5.4.2 The Blochwave options.
In order to center a given disk, open the microscope dialogue and using the Optical
axis tab, center the disk on the optical axis (fig. 5.15).

5.4.3

CBED Laue zones controls

These controls should be used to boost the intensity of the high order Laue zones
reflection.
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Figure 5.15: The Optical axis control allowing to center a particular (hkl) disk.
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5.4.4

CBED scan controls

The controls of this tab allow to set the radius of the hollow cone illumination.

Figure 5.16: Dynamical hollow cone diffrac- Figure 5.17: Dynamical precession diffraction pattern.
tion pattern with the FOLZ reflections intensity amplified by 103 .

Figure 5.18: Si [1,1,1] CBED pattern.

5.5

Figure 5.19: Si [1,1,1] CBED pattern with
indexed disks and lines.

HRTEM images map

Map of HREM images are calculated using the HREM map tab.
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Figure 5.20: Table of the CBED reflections Figure 5.21: Plot of the (0,0,0) disk intensity
with integrated disk intensity, indices, etc. as a function of the crystal thickness.

Figure 5.22: LACBED pattern, Si [2, 3, 0], Figure 5.23:
300 kV, 1st and 2nd Laue zones lines in- (fig. 5.22).
cluded.
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Indexed LACBED pattern

Figure 5.24: Modifying in real time the Figure 5.25:
HREM images.
(fig. 5.22).

5.6

Rocking curve

5.7

Tilt table

Indexed LACBED pattern

The Tilt table tab of the Blochwave dialogue allows to explore the effect of a slight
misalignment of the crystal (fig. 5.28). The range of the misalignment is defined
by the yellow square plotted on the diffraction pattern (fig. 5.29). The square can
be displaced to explore out-of-zone-axis misalignments.

5.8

Blochwave versus multislice calculations

The comparison of Blochwave and multislice calculations is best performed using
a non-centric crystal, such as ZnTe sphalerite which combines small unit cell, high
z atoms and a strong non-centric character in the [1, 1, 0] direction. The relative
merits of the Blochwave amd multislice methods are evidenced furthermore when
the crystal is slightly misaligned (center of Laue circle set at (-3,3,-3)). Mathematica notebooks containing the real part, imaginary part, amplitude, intensity
and phase as a function of specimen thickness are created on demand during the
dynamical calculations. Part of such a notebook is shown in figure 5.30.
The plots of 2 notebooks (piBW and piMS) can be compared by the following
Mathematica code:
msbw = Show[{piBW, piMS},
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Figure 5.26:
curve.

Si [2, 3, 0], 300 kV, rocking Figure 5.27:
(fig. 5.22).

Figure 5.28: HRTEM images tilt table.
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Indexed LACBED pattern

Figure 5.29: Angular area of the tilt table is
marked by the yellow square.

Figure 5.30: A Mathematica notebook containing (0,0,0) reflection values calculated using the Blochwave method.
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PlotLabel -> "blue : Blochwave\nred : Multislice",
TextStyle -> {FontFamily -> "Times-Bold", FontSize -> 14},
FrameLabel -> {"t [nm]", "Intensity"},
Frame -> True,
GridLines -> Automatic];
Export["/Users/pierrestadelmann/Desktop/jemsManual/Blochwave/
Images/BWMS000.jpg", msbw,
"JPEG"];
Note that a tabular list of the reflection is displayed. The intensity of the transmitted beam and reflection (1,-1,1) is compared in figures 5.31 and 5.32. A close
look to these figures shows that the Blochwave and multislice methods produce
nearly identical values. Naturally the absolute phases of the reflections provided
by these methods are different, but the (h,k,l) and (0,0,0) phase difference (relative
phase) are also nearly identical (only the relative phase matters for interference
effects).

Figure 5.31: (0,0,0) reflection intensity cal- Figure 5.32: (1,-1,1) reflection intensity calculated using Blochwave and multislice meth- culated using Blochwave and multislice methods.
ods.

5.8.1

How to generate the Mathematica notebooks

The Mathematica notebooks used to plot the reflections intensity as a function of
the specimen thickness are generated when:
• a HREM map is calculated by either the Blochwave or multislice methods
(fig. 5.33 and fig. 5.34).
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• Blochwaves or channeling images are calculated (fig. 5.35 and fig. 5.36).
It suffices before calculating HREM maps to check the Plot and Save check boxes.
At completion of the calculations a Save dialogue allows you the create the Mathematica notebooks.

Figure 5.33: The Blochwave dialogue allow- Figure 5.34: The multislice dialogue allowing
ing to calculate HREM maps.
to calculate HREM maps.
Before calculating the Blochwave and channeling maps it is necessary to check
the Show check box. At the end of the calculations the secular matrix and the
Blochwave coefficients are displayed in 2 windows.

Figure 5.35: The dialogue allowing to calcu- Figure 5.36: The dialogue allowing to calculate Blochwave maps.
late channeling maps.
The Blochwave coefficient dialogue several tabs that tabulate:
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(j)

• Cg Blochwave (j) coefficients.
(j)

• C0 Blochwave (j) excitation.
• Table showing the orthogonality of the eigenvectors or Blochwaves (only valid
when the secular matrix is hermitian, i.e. when absorption is null).
• Table of the Ug structure factors [nm−2 ].
• Eigenvalues γ (j) .
• Blochwaves wavevector k (j) .
These tables can all be exported to Mathematica.
(j)

Bring the Cg tabs to front and select a (h, k, l) column to plot the intensity of
the selected reflection (fig. 5.37).

(j)

Figure 5.37: Selecting the (0, 0, 0) reflection in the Cg

tab.

Finally the reflections intensity is plotted as a function of crystal thickness (fig. 5.38).
The Tabulate button allows to view a table of the reflection real and imaginary
parts that can be exported to Mathematica (fig. 5.39). Check the Notebook check
box of the Print as... options to generate the Mathematica notebook shown in
fig. ??.
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Figure 5.38: The dialogue to plot the intensity (or amplitude) and (000) relative
phase (or absolute phase) as a function of crystal thickness (GaAs [110]).
Finally, it is also possible to plot the reflection intensity or phase as a function of
specimen thickness for aperiodic object like particles (fig. 5.41, fig. 5.42).

5.8.2

ZnTe comparison

Dynamical calculations performed with either the Blochwave or the multislice
methods are compared in figure 5.43. It is readely seen that the small differences
will not be experimentally observable.
These dynamical calculations of ZnTe can be compared to figure A5.2 of Spence
and Zuo [40].

5.8.3

Non-centric crystal

A typical example of a non-centric crystal is GaAs observed in the [110] direction
(5.44). The [110] projection has only a mirror plane parallel to (002). As a
result, reflections (1, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 1) are not equivalent in amplitude and phase
(fig. 5.45). When the thickness of the crystal is very small (kinematical limit), the
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Figure 5.39: A table of the (0, 0, 0) reflection.
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]htbp]

Figure 5.40: A Mathematica notebook of the (0, 0, 0) reflection.
phase of these reflections is out-of-phase by 90o compared to the phase of their
structure factor (−450 and 51o respectively). The 90o phase shift is a consequence
~
of the choice e2ıπk·~r for the plane wave representation (the phase shift is introduced
by diffraction).

5.8.4

Polarity determination

The polarity of non-centric crystals can be determined directly by CBED. Figures 5.46 and 5.47 show out-of-zone axis CBED calculations of GaAs where beams
(0, 0, 2), (1, 1, 11), (1, 1, 9) and (0, 0, 2), (1, 1, 11), (1, 1, 9) are at Bragg condition.
When (0, 0, 2) is at Bragg condition the (1, 1, 11), (1, 1, 9) appear white in reflection
(0, 0, 2) and on the contrary when (0, 0, 2) is at Bragg condition the lines (1, 1, 11),
(1, 1, 9) appear black in reflection (0, 0, 2).This fact is directly correlated to the
disposition of the atoms in the GaAs unit cell [40].
Polarity can also be determined by comparing the symmetry of the full calculated
CBED patterns with that of the experimental one (figures 5.48 and 5.49). One
has to remember that any small misaligned of the incident beam is going to make
the comparison more difficult.
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Figure 5.41: HREM images of a ZnTe parti- Figure 5.42: A plot of the (0,0,0) reflection
cle.
of the particle.
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Figure 5.43: Multislice and Blochwave calculations of ZnTe, [1,1,0], 200kV.

Figure 5.44: GaAs [110].

Figure 5.45: The phase of reflections (1, 1, 1)
(black) and (1, 1, 1) (red).
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Figure 5.46: GaAs (002) reflection.

Figure 5.47: GaAs (002) reflection.

Figure 5.48: GaAs [110] full pattern 52 nm Figure 5.49: GaAs [110] full pattern 124 nm
thick.
thick.
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Chapter 6
Dynamical calculations with the
Howie-Whelan method
6.1

Introduction
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Chapter 7
Imager
7.1

Introduction
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Chapter 8
Load image
Images created within jems and intended to store 32 bits real or complex information have the .ems extension. These images have a very simple structure that
makes them easy to read with Digital micrograph or Mathematica.

8.1

Image structure

The structure of a real .ems image is as follow:
• two 32 bits integers: image size (row, column).
• (row × col 32) bits reals (i.e. float): real part of image.
The structure of a complex .ems image is as follow:
• two 32 bits integers: image size (row, column).
• (row × col) 32 bits reals (i.e. float): image real part.
• one 32 bits integer: flag (1 complex, 2 Fourier).
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Figure 8.1: Digital Micrograph Import Im- Figure 8.2: Real part of jems image imported
age dialogue.
in Digital Micrograph.
• (row × col) 32 bits reals (i.e. float): image imaginary part.
More information is found after the real or real + imaginary parts. Its is only
relevant for jems.

8.2

Digital Micrograph

Use DigitalMicrograph (DM) Import Image. A little window appears (fig. 8.1).
Choose the Data Type Real 4 byte and specify the size of the image and depth.
Typical values will be 512, 512, 1 respectively. Select Binary and specify an offset
of 8 bytes and depending on the machine check the Swap Data Bytes checkbox.
The .ems image is then loaded as a DM image (fig. 8.2).
To load the imaginary part the offset must be changed to width × height. Since
the .ems images start with two Integer32 and the real and imaginary parts are
separated by one Integer32, the total offset to read the imaginary part of complex
images of 512 × 512 pixels will be 512 × 512 + 3 × 4 = 262156. From time to time
DM 3.4 has difficulties to set the offset properly. In such a case use Mathematica
to exploit .ems images further.
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8.3

Mathematica

The following Mathematica code describes how to read .ems images in a notebook
and how to display them. To define the input path to a specific image file, use
Mathematica Input Get File Path....

8.3.1

Reading real images

In this example 15 images of real type are located in folder:
$/Users/pierrestadelmann/Desktop/ZnTe$
Image 15th is selected. Indeed this part of the code must be adapted in order
to reflect your local working environment (i.e. the path syntax depends on the
operating system ).
Off@General::spell
Off@General::spell1
SetDirectory ["/Users/pierrestadelmann/Desktop/ZnTe"]
files = FileNames["*.ems"]
Length@files
theFile=files[[15]]
The following Mathematica code, open theFile, reads its dimension in dims (two
Integer32 meaning number of rows and columns) and its pixel values in data. The
data is a vector of row × col floating point numbers. Partitioning the data in
parts of size col creates the image. Note that, contrary to java, Mathematica uses
array/vector indices from 1 to n by default.
in
= OpenRead[theFile, BinaryFormat -> True];
dims = BinaryReadList[in, "Integer32", 2];
dims//TableForm
row = dims [[1]];
col = dims [[2]];
data = BinaryReadList[in, "Real32", row col];
Close [in];
image = Partition [data, col];
The next three lines scale the image in the range [0, 1] and display it.
maxi = Max [image];
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Figure 8.3: The Mathematica raster of a Figure 8.4: A Mathematica plot of the 512th
.jems image.
row of the raster (fig. 8.3).
mini = Min [image];
Show[Graphics[Raster[(image - mini) / (maxi - mini)], AspectRatio -> Automatic]];
The following code plots the 512th row:
ListPlot[image[[512]], PlotJoined -> True, PlotRange -> All];
Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the raster displayed by Mathematica FrontEnd and a
linescan across the raster respectively.
Note that the above Mathematica code could have to be adapted (what will happen to uniform images?)

8.3.2

Reading complex or Fourier images

The following lines of Mathematica code read a complex image and then displays
its real part, imaginary part, amplitude and phase. Note that the real part of the
pixels is read first and then the imaginary part. The imageType parameter is 1
for complex, 2 for Fourier images respectively.
Off@General::spell
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Off@General::spell1
SetDirectory ["/Users/pierrestadelmann/Desktop/ZnTe"]
files = FileNames["*.ems"]
Length@files
theFile=files[[15]]
The following Mathematica code creates an input stream in for reading theFile,
reads its dimension in dims, the real part of the complex pixels in realPart and
their imaginary part in imagPart. Partitioning the data sets creates the real and
imaginary images. The amplitude and phase images are
easily calculated and
p then
2
scaled. Note that the amplitude is calculated as a = (r + i2 ) and the phase as
φ = Atan(i, r) and that most lines of code are terminated by ”;” in order to avoid
displaying several arrays that can be very large. The code is quite identical to that
used to read real images except that the Integer32 flag imageType separates the
real and imaginary parts of the image.
in = OpenRead[theFile, BinaryFormat -> True];
dims = BinaryReadList[in, "Integer32", 2];
dims//TableForm
row = dims[[1]];
col = dims[[2]];
realPart = BinaryReadList[in, "Real32", row col];
imageType = BinaryRead[in, "Integer32"];
imagPart = BinaryReadList[in, "Real32", row col];
Close[in];
imageReal = Partition[realPart, col];
imageImag = Partition[imagPart, col];
imageAmpli = Sqrt[(imageReal^2 + imageImag^2)];
imagePhase = ArcTan[imageReal, imageImag];
The next lines scale the images in the range [0, 1] and display them.
maxReal = Max [imageReal];
minReal = Min [imageReal];
maxImag = Max [imageImag];
minImag = Min [imageImag];
maxAmpli = Max[imageAmpli];
minAmpli = Min[imageAmpli];
maxPhase = Max[imagePhase];
minPhase = Min[imagePhase];
gr = Graphics[Raster[(imageReal - minReal) / (maxReal - minReal)],
AspectRatio -> Automatic];
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gi = Graphics[Raster[(imageImag - minImag) / (maxImag - minImag)],
AspectRatio -> Automatic];
ga = Graphics[Raster[(imageAmpli- minAmpli) / (maxAmpli - minAmpli)],
AspectRatio -> Automatic];
gp = Graphics[Raster[(imageAmpli - minPhase)/(maxPhase - minPhase)],
AspectRatio -> Automatic];
In order to display a negative amplitude image:

gan = Graphics[Raster[1.- (imageAmpli- minAmpli) / (maxAmpli - minAmpli)], AspectRa
Note that the above Mathematica code could have to be adapted. The images are
displayed as a Mathematica GraphicsArray using the following code. They are
shown in fig. 8.5.
Show[GraphicsArray[{{gr, gi}, {ga, gp}}]];

8.4

jems

Images with .ems extension can be displayed using Load menu item of menu
Imaging. The submenu Single loads a single image that is displayed when it is
complex in four windows, one window contains either its real, imaginary, amplitude or phase (figures 8.6, 8.7, 8.8 and 8.9)).
The name of images forming a sequence is terminated by a number usually running
from 0. Such sequences can be displayed as a ”stack” and using a slider one can
display each image of the stack (fig. 8.11 and 8.12). At the moment only the real
part of the images is displayed as a ”stack” (fig. 8.10).
The Tabulate tool button allows to display the image as a pixel table (fig.8.13).
Selecting radio button Print as Text and using the Print tool button will open
the dialogue to save the table as a Mathematica notebook (fig. 8.14).
It is also possible to look at one or several column (row) profiles. Selecting for
example row 512 for display (fig. 8.15) it is then possible to save the profile as a
Mathematica notebook (fig. 8.16).
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Figure 8.5: The real and imaginary parts of a complex image (1st row), its amplitude and phase (2nd row).
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Figure 8.6: The real part of a ZnTe particle Figure 8.7: The imaginary part of a ZnTe
wave-function.
particle wave-function.

Figure 8.8: The amplitude of a ZnTe particle Figure 8.9: The phase of a ZnTe particle
wave-function.
wave-function.
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Figure 8.10: A Mathematica raster image of the wave-function intensity.
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Figure 8.11: The real part of the 5th wave- Figure 8.12: The real part of the 11th wavefunction (ZneTe particle).
function (ZnTe particle).

Figure 8.13: A table of the real part of a com- Figure 8.14: The dialogue to save the table
plex wave-function (ZneTe particle).
as a Mathematica notebook.
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Figure 8.15: A profile of row 512.

8.5

Figure 8.16: The profile of row 512 plotted
with Mathematica.

Final notes

One should be aware that only real images will be displayed with the correct
2-D image geometry. All other images will not be displayed properly shaped
except when the 2-D image geometry is square. For example wave-functions of
T i2 N b12 O29 in the [100] direction are sampled with a 512×512 grid and their geometry is set only when the HRTEM images are calculated (figures 8.17, 8.18, 8.19).
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Figure 8.17: jems display (phase T i2 N b12 O29 Figure 8.18: Mathematica display (real part
[100]).
T i2 N b12 O29 [100]).
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Figure 8.19: Simulated HRTEM image of T i2 N b12 O29 [100].
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Chapter 9
Dynamical calculations with the
multislice method
9.1

Introduction

Figure 9.1 shows the multislice dialogue. The dialogue contains several tabs listed
in table 9.1.

M ultislice tabs
Fresnel propagator
Phase object function
Projected potential
Atom position
HREM map
Super-cell image
Nano-diffraction

Description
to compute the Fresnel propagator (see sec. 9.2).
to compute the phase object function (see sec. 9.3).
to compute the projected potential (see sec. 9.4).
to compute the atoms projection (see sec. 9.5).
to compute HREM defocus-thickness maps (see sec. 9.6).
to compute HREM images of super-cells (see sec. 9.7).
to compute nano-diffraction patterns (see sec. 9.8).

Table 9.1 The tabs of the multislice dialogue.

9.2

The Fresnel propagator image

The real part of GaAs [001] Fresnel propagator is shown in fig. 9.2. It contains a
spherical wavelet at the position of each GaAs motif. In direction [001] there are
wavelets at (000), (0 21 0), (00 12 ) and (0 21 12 ). Since GaAs is Face Centered Cubic,
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Figure 9.1: The multislice dialogue with GaAs [001] projected potential.
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(hkl) reflections with mixed even and odd indices are forbidden (Bravais lattice
extinction). It is thus not necessary to propagate these reflections and the forbidden Fresnel propagator Fourier coefficients can safely be set to zero. When the
Show also as... Pixel table checkbox is selected the Fresnel propagator is tabulated
and can be written as Mathematica notebooks.

Figure 9.2: Real part of GaAs [001] Fresnel propagator (8 × 8 unit cells).

9.3

The phase object function image

The imaginary part of GaAs [001] phase object function is shown in fig. 9.3. When
the Show also as... Pixel table checkbox is selected the phase object function
is tabulated as show in fig. 9.4. The tabulated values can then be written as
Mathematica notebooks for further processing. Rows or columns are plotted when
selected (fig. 9.5).
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Figure 9.3: Imaginary part of GaAs [001] phase object function (8 × 8 unit cells).
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Figure 9.4: Tabulated GaAs [001] phase object function (8 × 8 unit cells).
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Figure 9.5: Plot of several rows of the imaginary part of GaAs [001] phase object
function (8 × 8 unit cells).

9.4

The projected potential image

The real part of GaAs [001] projected potential is shown in fig. 9.6. When the Show
also as... Pixel table checkbox is selected the projected potential. The tabulated
values can then be written as Mathematica notebooks for further processing. When
the Atomic column positions... Generate checkbox is selected, one can, using
mouse clicks on the white dots, identify the atomic columns.

9.5

The projected atoms position image

The real part of GaAs [001] projected potential is shown in fig. 9.6. When the
Atomic column positions... Generate checkbox is selected, one can, using mouse
clicks on the white dots, identify the atomic columns.
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Figure 9.6: Real part of GaAs [001] projected potential (8 × 8 unit cells).
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Figure 9.7: Atomic columns of GaAs [001] (8 × 8 unit cells).
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9.6

The HREM defocus-thickness maps

The HREM map tab is shown in fig. 9.8. The many HREM map controls are
grouped into 9 tabs (9.6). The Holography tab can be very time consuming to
create and it recommended to suppress it using the proper option of Parameters
→ Preferences → Imaging.

Figure 9.8: The HREM images map calculation tab.
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HREM tabs Description
Illumination to set the illumination characteristics (see sec. 9.6.1).
Imaging
to set the image size and defocus (see sec. 9.6.2).
Iteration
to specify the iteration and map options (see sec. 9.6.3).
Multislice
to specify the unit-cell slicing (see sec. 9.6.4).
Obj. lens
to control 2-fold, 3-fold astigmatism and axial coma (see sec. 9.6.5).
Cs & C5
to control C3 and C5 spherical aberrations (see sec. 9.6.6).
Holography
to compute holograms (see sec. 9.6.7).
Shift
to introduce image shift and beam shift in the HREM images (see sec. 9.6.8).
Vibration
to include drift and vibration in the HREM images (see sec. 9.6.9).
Table 9.6 The tabs of the HREM multislice calculation.
When the Beam plot Plot checkbox is checked and the Image radio button
is selected, one can modify interactively the HREM image using these controls
(fig. 9.9). The left unlabeled slider controls the crystal thickness and the right one
the contrast.

Figure 9.9: Using the controls to modify interactively the HREM image.
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9.6.1

The HREM map illumination controls

The illumination model sets the imaging model of the HREM image simulation:
• Coherent: coherent illumination imaging (no high frequency damping).
• Envelope: partially coherent imaging where the high frequency damping
results of an attenuation due to the spatial, temporal, cross and phase envelopes.
• TCC: imaging using transmission cross-coefficients.
By default, the Envelope model is selected, since the TCC model is time consuming and hardly produces differently contrasted images as shown in fig. 9.10.
max −Imin
is ≤ 1.0.
The image contrast IImax
+Imin

Figure 9.10: Row profiles of simulated HREM images of GaAs calculated with
TCC (red) and Envelope approximations of partially coherent illumination (black)
(300kV, 11.3nm).
The 2 sliders control the half-convergence of the incident beam and the spread
of focus of the objective lens.
The Transfer function plot represents the square of the imaginary part of the
transfer function (sin(χ)). A popup menu is attached to it (Ctrl + mouse click or
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right mouse button click ), it allows to plot the (hkl) reflections as powder lines. To
plot only the ZOLZ reflections, you have to suppress them and plot the reflections
again. When the mouse is placed on the plot, the defocus can be modified using
the keyboard arrows (↑, ↓).

Figure 9.11: The controls of HREM illumi- Figure 9.12: The controls of HREM imaging
nation tab.
tab.

9.6.2

The HREM map imaging controls

The sliders are controlling the following imaging parameters:
• Defocus min nm: the minimum defocus of the defocus series.
• Defocus step nm: the defocus increment between images.
• Defocus number : the number of images of the series.
• Image dup-x : the number of unit cells (in x-direction) forming one single
image of the HREM map.
• Image dup-y: the number of unit cells (in y-direction) forming one single
image of the HREM map.
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• Noise % : introduces random noise with a distribution specified in Parameters → Preferences → Noise tab.
The Transfer function plot is identical to the plot of the HREM imaging tab.

9.6.3

The HREM map iteration controls

Figure 9.13 shows the controls setting the iteration parameters.

Figure 9.13: The controls of the HREM iter- Figure 9.14: A HREM map with the curation tab.
sor that identifies the position of the atomic
columns.
The first slider of the Multislice iterations parameters group controls the minimum
crystal thickness as number n (0 <= n <= 64) unit cells in the [u, v, w] direction.
The second sets the number of iterations (0 <= n <= 64) and the third the
number of unit-cells between 2 iterations (0 <= n <= 10).
The Atomic Form Factor radio buttons group allows to select the source of the
atomic form factors (see 16.1).
The Map options check boxes group sets the map options:
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• Atomic columns allows to super-impose on the HREM images map a cursor
showing the atoms position.
• Montage allows to display both the projected potential and the wavefucntion
at the left of the HREM images map.
• Save wavefunction allows to save the wavefunction during the iterations.
The Projection plot shows a projection of the unit cell in the [u, v, w] direction.
There is no orientation relationship between the orientation of the projection and
the orientation of the HREM images. A mouse-click on the atoms will identify
them. A popup menu is attached to this plot (Ctrl + mouse click or right mouse
button click). In order to locate the atoms position on the HREM images check
the Atomic columns control. Figure 9.14 shows the cursor superimposed on a
particular image of a HREM image map.

9.6.4

The HREM map multislice controls

Figure 9.17 shows the controls allowing to calculate the Phase Object Function using three different approaches and to introduce High Order Laue Zones reflections.
The controls are organised in five groups:
• HOLZ reflections
• Show... to display the unit-cell projected potential, sub-unit cell slices projected potential and the wave function.
• Wave plot to allow the plot of the reflections intensity and phase after each
slice.
• Potential generation using three different approaches.
• Reflections contains a table of the reflections intensity and phase.
When HOLZ reflections are included very large amount of data is generated since
the 3-D unit cell potential is generated (fig.9.16).
The Analytic approach consists in the calculation of an analytic description (either
2-D or 3-D) of the potential of the atoms and the direct calculation of the projected
potential.
The Direct approach to projected potential generation is usually the fastest. It
generates the potential of each atom (either in 2-D or 3-D) and then patches
it at the (x, y, z) fractional coordinates of the atom position (in the unit cell).
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Figure 9.15: The controls of the HREM mul- Figure 9.16: The 4 images of the 3-D projected potential stack (GaAs [001].
tislice tab.
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This method assumes that all the atoms of a given specie share the same atomic
scattering factors.
The Fourier approach is the most accurate. It generates the Fourier coefficient
of the projected potential of the whole unit cell and by a 2-D or 3-D Fourier
transform its projected potential. Atoms of identical specie can have different
atomic scattering factors.
These different approaches do not supply the very same projected potential due
to rounding errors and approximations.

9.6.5

The HREM objective lens controls

Figure 9.17: The controls of the HREM mul- Figure 9.18: The controls of the HREM obtislice tab.
jective lens tab.
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9.6.6

The HREM map Cs , C5 and defocus controls

9.6.7

The HREM map holography controls

Figure 9.19: The controls of HREM Cs , C5 Figure 9.20: The controls of the HREM
tab.
holography tab.

9.6.8

The HREM map shift controls

9.6.9

The HREM map vibration controls

9.7

HREM images of super-cells

9.8

Nano-diffraction patterns
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Figure 9.21: The controls of HREM shift tab. Figure 9.22: The controls of the HREM vibration tab.
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Chapter 10
Image processing
10.1

Introduction
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Chapter 11
Indexing diffraction patterns
11.1

Indexing HOLZ patterns

Figure 11.1: The HOLZ indexing dialogue.
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11.2

Indexing Kikuchi patterns

Figure 11.2: The Kikuchi indexing dialogue.

11.3

Indexing SAED patterns
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Figure 11.3: The SAED indexing dialogue.
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Chapter 12
Measuring
12.1

Specimen thickness measurement

The precise measurement of the specimen thickness is best performed using the
Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction method since it fully makes use of dynamical diffraction effects []. jems performs this task using either 2-beams or n-beams
Bloch-wave based dynamical calculations profile fitting.
It necessary to put in the same folder, the crystal data file (.txt) and the two- (or
many-) beams experimental CBED patterns. The reasons stem to the fact that the
primary alignments of the experimental and kinematically calculated CBED patterns can be saved using the Dead mouse tool button on file making the replay of
the fit procedure faster. This organization is shown in fig.12.1. The folder should
contains at least 1 CBED patterns (.jpg), 1 crystal file and the Dead mouse
parameters file. We first start jems, open this crystal file and select the menu item
Thickness of menu Measuringt. The dialogue shown in fig.?? appears.
The different tab have the following actions:
• Align: aligns the SAED pattern on the CBED one.
• Crystal: sets the zone axis and number of Laue zones.
• Diffraction: changes the diffraction parameters, acceptance angle, cam147

Figure 12.1:
folder.

The thickness measurement Figure 12.2: The Kossel-Moellenstedt fringes
start dialogue.

era length, zoom (extra magnification of the SAED apttern), incident beam
convergence, deviation (selects the number of reflexions) and accelerating
voltage.
• Processing: simple image processing performed on the CBED pattern (see
sec. 10).
• Options: SAED pattern options like plot of HOLZ lines, Kikuchi lines and
ZOLZ deficiency lines. These lines help to set the precise orientation of the
crystal, i.e. zone axis and center of Laue circle.
Figure 12.3 shows the dialogue after loading the experimental CBED pattern
Al031R200KV100 12.jpg. The crystal is aluminium. The CBED pattern is tilted
approximately 7o of the [0, 3, 1] zone axis and the (200) reflexion is very close to
Bragg condition. The accelerating voltage is 200kV .
It is then time to either load a set of crystal orientation parameters created in a
previous attempt or adjust the superimposed SAED pattern on the CBED pattern. Adjustment is done as follows:
• First with the Diffraction tab active, check the accelerating voltage and set
it when necessary.
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• Second change the crystal orientation using the stereographic projection
found in the Crystal tab.
• Then select the Align tab and position the mouse on the green cross in
order to translate the SAED pattern. When the mouse is positioned on the
pattern, the left, right, up and down arrow keys in combination with the
Ctrl, Alt and Shift keys also translate the pattern. The pattern orientation
is changed with the Diffraction rotation control.
• Select the ”ZOLZ def-lines of the Options tab in order to make use of the
ZOLZ deficiency lines to align the Center of Laue circle (CLC). If necessary
allows to plot Kikuchi and/or HOLZ lines.
• Select the Diffraction tab and adjust the camera length and zoom sliders
to superpose the (0, 0, 0) and (2, 0, 0) SAED spots on the CBED pattern
(fig. 12.4).
• Select the Crystal tab, move the mouse on the blue cross and adjust the
center of the Laue circle to put (2, 0, 0) at Bragg condition (fig. 12.5).
• Finally either under mouse control or using the arrow keys, try to move
the CLC until the ZOLZ deficiency lines of the SAED pattern match the
black lines of the (0, 0, 0) CBED spot (fig. 12.6). Do not use a too large
number of reflexions since too many ZOLZ deficiency lines will render the
plot too unnecessarily complicated (only reflexions close to Bragg contribute
significantly to the ZOLZ deficiency lines). A good match occurs when
CLC ≈ 6.8o . A mouse click on the deficiency lines will give their (h, k, l)
indices.
Once the SAED is as perfectly align as possible on the CBED, the intensity profile
is drawn on the CBED pattern selecting with the Profile mask radio button of
the Align tab as shown in fig. 12.7. Use the mask controls (squares and dot) to
resize it and orientate it as shown in fig. 12.8. The intensity profile is plotted in
blue over the (0, 0, 0) spot and in red over the (2, 0, 0) spot.
The intensity profile is fitted against two-beams or many-beams calculated profiles
in the window activated using the little hammer tool (fig. 12.9). The red or blue
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Figure 12.3: K-M fringes dialogue after load- Figure 12.4: K-M fringes dialogue after ading the CBED pattern.
justment of the camera length and zoom sliders.

Figure 12.5: K-M fringes dialog with (2,0,0) Figure 12.6: K-M fringes dialog with SAED
at Bragg condition.
ZOLZ deficiency lines positioned on the
CBED black lines.
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Figure 12.7: K-M fringes dialog with the pro- Figure 12.8: The intensity profile mask ready
file mask.
for processing.
profiles are from the CBED pattern and the green is calculated. A LevenbergMarquardt fitting procedure is employed for automatic fitting. The parameters
that are varied during intensity profile fit are the specimen thickness, the center
of the laue Circle, the fog (continuous background underneath the CBED spots)
and the sampling interval of the profile.
The dialogue contains 2 sets of tabs:
• The top set of tabs allows to use all the profile points or only a sub-set (one
over two, one over three, ...) for the two-beams or many-beams fit. For
two-beams fits 1 should be selected. For many-beams fits, the larger this
number the faster the fit. The Delta parameter controls the variation of
the fitted parameters (a large value can be selected at the beginning of the
fitting process). The Options tab allows to display the difference between
the intensity profile and the calculated profile (Goodness. The Print tab
allows to print the window.
• The other tab contains controls to perform the fit either manually (Controls)
or automatically (Two beams or Many beams). It is always a good idea
to first set manually the thickness of the specimen (fig. 12.10). The difference between the two profiles is plotted in black. The parameters to fit by
the Levenberg-Marquardt procedure are selected in the Two-beams and
Many-beams tabs. More parameters can be selected in the Many-beams
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Figure 12.9: The dialogue that processes the Figure 12.10: The CBED intensity profile
CBED intensity profile.
compared the calculated profile (two-beams
case) adjusted using the Thickness, Twobeams center and Tune sliders.

Figure 12.11: The CBED intensity profile Figure 12.12: The CBED intensity profile
compared to a two-beams calculated profile af- compared to a many-beams calculated profile
ter auto tuning.
after auto tuning.
fitting process.
Having more or less succeeded with the manual fit, one can now start the Twobeams (fig. 12.11) or Many-beams (fig. 12.12) Levenberg-Marquardt fitting procedures. It is better to first allow only specimen thickness and center of the Laue
circle changes.
When a good fit is obtained the fitted parameters can be printed and the profiles
plotted using Mathematica (fig. 12.13 and 12.14).
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Figure 12.13: The table with the fitted profiles Figure 12.14: A Mathematica plot of the inand parameters.
tensity, fitted and residual profiles.

12.1.1

Notes

After a first successful fit, it is recommended to save the diffraction conditions
using the Dead mouse tool button of the K-M fringes dialogue in order to
have a fast setup of the diffraction conditions when replaying the whole procedure (fig. 12.15). Save them in the folder containing the crystal file and the CBED
patterns (fig. 12.16).
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Figure 12.15: Saving the diffraction settings Figure 12.16: Choose the folder containing
using the Dead mouse dialogue.
the crystal file and CBED patterns.
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Chapter 13
Parameters
The parameters menu gives access to the following dialogues:
• Microscope dialogue.
• Preferences dialogue.
• Specimen dialogue.
The microscope dialogue (fig. 13.1) controls some of the parameters necessary to
simulate diffraction patterns and images. The specimen dialogue (fig. 13.2) allows
to change the specimen orientation, thickness, normal at specimen entrance.
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Figure 13.1: The microscope dialogue.

13.1

Figure 13.2: The specimen dialogue.

Microscope dialogue

Table 13.1 defines the icons of this dialogue.
open list

delete a microscope

save list

default microscopes

add a microscope

help

Table 13.1: Microscope dialogue icons.

13.1.1

Microscope

The first tabbed pane of the dialogue gathers the principal parameters of some
commercial instruments. Other sets of parameters can be created and saved in a
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tagged text file named ”../jems/jemsMicroscopes.txt” using the following format
for a CM 20T microscope:
NA|CM 20 T+LA|Philips CM 20 twin+AV|200.0+CS|2.0+C5|0.0+CC|2.0+ES|1.6
where the tags are separated to the values by a ”—” and the different tag-value
pairs by ”+”. The meaning of the tags is defined is table 13.1.1.
T ag
NA
LA
AV
CS
C5
CC
ES

M eaning
name.
label.
maximum acceleraing voltage [kV].
3rd order spherical aberration [mm].
5th order spherical aberration [mm].
chromatic aberration [mm].
energy spread [eV].

Table 13.1.1 The microscope tags and their meaning.

13.1.2

Microscope parameters

The second tabbed pane of the microscope dialogue allows to set the diffraction
conditions, diameter and position of the apertures, dark field conditions and some
specialized settings required to calculate holograms and to modify the phase of the
reflections.
The ”Diffraction” panel (fig. 13.3) controls the cameralength, the acceptance angle
of the objective lens and the half-convergence of the incendent beam. The ”Objective aperture” panel controls the objective aperture diameter and the size and
position of either a beam stop or a beam shift aperture (figs. 13.4 and 13.5).
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Figure 13.3: The diffraction panel of the mi- Figure 13.4: The objective aperture control.
croscope parameters tab.

Figure 13.5: The beam stop or beam shift Figure 13.6: The optical axis position control.
panels.

Figure 13.7: The LACBED or DF aperture
size and position control.
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Figure 13.8: The holography controls.

13.2

Preferences dialogue

The preferences dialogue sets many jems global parameters. Table 13.2 defines the
icon of this dialogue.
help

Table 13.2: The preference dialogue icon.
The parameters are organized in several tabs:
• Atom : defines the atom color.
• Color : sets the color of the panels (fig. 13.9).
• Contour : defines the contour color (fig. 13.10).
• Debug : debugging help (fig. 13.11).
• Display : sets display options (fig. 13.12).
• Font : defines the font and its size (fig. 13.13).
• Imaging : controls the size of the GUI panels, images and allows java 3D
drawings (fig. 13.14).
• Indexing : sets the pixel size of the diffraction pattern (fig. 13.15).
• Mail : sets the mail parameters, enable sending error logs and user defined
structure (fig. 13.16).
• Measuring : sets options of the measuring menu (fig. 13.17).
• Microscope : sets the default microscope and the range of the CTF plot
(fig. 13.18).
• Noise : defines the type of noise that can be added to simulated images
(fig. 13.19).
• OS : defines the look-and-feel of the GUI (fig. 13.20).
• Save as : sets the type of the saved images (fig. 13.21).
• VM memory : defines the memory allocated to the java VM at jems start,
the maximum memory to allocate and the maximum stack size (fig. 13.22).
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• Web help : allows to setup an local system of help files and defines the link
to the jems web site (fig. 13.23).
• Custom : manages the custom classes and the default crystal (fig. 13.30).

Figure 13.9: The Contour tab of the prefer- Figure 13.10: The Contour tab of the preferences dialogue controls.
ences dialogue controls.
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Figure 13.11: The Debug tab of the prefer- Figure 13.12: The Display tab of the preferences dialogue controls.
ences dialogue controls.

Figure 13.13: The Font tab of the preferences Figure 13.14: The Imaging tab of the prefdialogue controls the font type and size.
erences dialogue allows to define important
option for the simulation of images.
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Figure 13.15: The Indexing tab of the prefer- Figure 13.16: The Mail tab of the preferences
ences dialogue sets the pixel size of digitized dialogue sets the mail parameters.
micrographs. The pixel size depends on the
digital camera or the scanner.

Figure 13.17: The Measuring tab of the pref- Figure 13.18: The Microscope tab of the preferences dialogue sets the options of the mea- erences dialogue sets the default microscope
suring menu.
and the range of the CTF drawings.
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Figure 13.19: The Noise tab of the prefer- Figure 13.20: The OS tab of the preferences
ences dialogue allows to set the noise type dialogue sets both the GUI (Graphical User
added to the simulated images.
Interface) look-and-feel and allows to keep
track of some window events.

Figure 13.21: The Save as tab of the prefer- Figure 13.22: The VM memory tab of the
ences dialogue that defines the type of the im- preferences dialogue that controls the memages and drawing save by jems. The jpg im- ory allocated to the java VM machine at jems
age quality slider sets the quality of the .jpeg start, the maximum memory that can be alimages.
located and the VM thread stack size.
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Figure 13.23: The Web help tab of the pref- Figure 13.24: The Custom tab of the preferences dialog used to set the url addresses erences panel allowing to suppress one or all
of the local (i.e. user defined) system of help custom menu items.
files and of jems web site.

13.3

Specimen dialogue

The specimen dialogue sets mainly the orientation, thickness of the crystal and
the number of Laue zones to include in the calculations. Table 13.3 defines the
icons of this dialogue.
The specimen orientation is defined using the [u,v,w] zone axis and the (h,k,l)
indices of center of the Laue circle. When the electron beam is exactly anti-parallel
to [u,v,w] the center of the Laue circle is (0,0,0).
dead mouse

help

Table 13.3: The specimen dialogue icons.
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Figure 13.25: The Zone axis tab of the spec- Figure 13.26: The Laue circle center tab of
imen dialog allows to set the [u,v,w] orienta- the specimen dialogue allows to very precisely
tion of the crystal anti-parallel to the incident define the crystal orientation by setting the
electron beam.
center of the Laue circle, i.e. the center
of the circle defined the the intersection of
the Ewald sphere with the zeroth order Laue
zone.
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Figure 13.27: The Deviation tab of the spec- Figure 13.28: The Foil normal tab of the
imen dialogue sets the number of the reflec- specimen dialogue sets the direction of the
tions that participate to diffraction.
specimen entrance surface.
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Figure 13.29: The Laue zones tab of the spec- Figure 13.30: The Custom tab of the prefimen dialogue sets the number of Laue zones erences panel allowing to suppress one or all
that will be included in the calculations.
custom menu items.
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Chapter 14
Window menu
14.1

Introduction
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Chapter 15
Custom menu
15.1

Introduction

The java code of custom menu items is fully provided in order to allow users write
their own plugins. This chapter describes the plugins provided with jems.

15.2

Custom demo

The custom class demo shows how to define interactive check boxes, radio button,
sliders, tables. Fig. 15.1. The table is filled with the type, position, ... of the
atoms of the current crystal file.

15.3

Custom loadImage

The load image dialogue allows to display the real, complex and Fourier images
(fig. 15.2).
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Figure 15.1: The custom class dialogue.

15.4

Custom loadSuperCell

The load super-cell dialogue provides a very simple format to input crystal structures, in particular super-cells, recorder in simple text files. Such a text file looks
like:
; Si disloc 112 1/2<110>
3.000000 3.000000 0.665150
Si 0.160556 0.108963 0.000000
Si 0.225410 0.109927 0.000000
Si 0.290215 0.110902 0.000000
Si 0.354919 0.111779 0.000000
Si 0.419503 0.112405 0.000000
Si 0.484000 0.112634 0.000000

90.0
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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90.0000
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049

90.00
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

Figure 15.2: The custom load image dialogue.
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
...

0.548497
0.613080
0.677785
0.742589
0.807444
0.160248
0.225169
0.290050
0.354826
0.419465
0.484000
0.548535
0.613173
0.677950
0.742831

0.112405
0.111779
0.110902
0.109927
0.108963
0.134965
0.135976
0.137027
0.137996
0.138703
0.138964
0.138703
0.137996
0.137027
0.135976

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

The first line of the file is a comment that starts with a ”;”. The second line
provides the unit cell parameters given in nanometers. The parameters can be
separated either by several white spaces, one tab (\t) or a ”,” (comma) (tab and
comma might be preceded and followed by white spaces). The following lines until
the end of the file contain the atom symbol, the fractional atom coordinates x,
y and z, the site occupancy, the Debye-Waller temperature factor (isotropic) and
the phenomenological absorption:

Symbol
x
y
z
Occupancy Debye-Waller Absorption
Si
0.742831 0.135976 0.000000
1.00
0.0049
0.10
Since jems version 3.3018u2008 lines starting with a ”;” are ignored and a line
starting with ”*” marks the end of the file, i.e. the following lines are ignored
(fig. 15.4). After successful reading of the super-cell file the table contains the
atoms position. It is finally necessary to save the content of the table as a .txt
jems crystal file.
Only three atoms of this are loaded in the atom table.
; Si disloc 112 1/2<110>
3.000000 3.000000 0.665150
Si 0.160556 0.108963 0.000000
Si 0.225410 0.109927 0.000000
;Si 0.290215 0.110902 0.000000
Si 0.354919 0.111779 0.000000
*Si 0.419503 0.112405 0.000000
Si 0.484000 0.112634 0.000000
Si 0.548497 0.112405 0.000000
Si 0.613080 0.111779 0.000000
Si 0.677785 0.110902 0.000000
Si 0.742589 0.109927 0.000000
Si 0.807444 0.108963 0.000000
Si 0.160248 0.134965 0.000000
Si 0.225169 0.135976 0.000000
Si 0.290050 0.137027 0.000000
Si 0.354826 0.137996 0.000000
Si 0.419465 0.138703 0.000000
Si 0.484000 0.138964 0.000000
...

90.0
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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90.0000
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049

90.00
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

15.5

Custom ThonDiagram

15.6

Custom toParticle

15.7

Custom toSlices

15.8

Custom toTriclinic

15.9

Custom Add class
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Figure 15.3: The custom load super-cell dialogue.
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Figure 15.4: Loading part of the atoms of a super-cell.
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Figure 15.5: The custom Thon diagram dialogue.
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Figure 15.6: The custom to particle dialogue.
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Figure 15.7: The custom to slices dialogue.
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Figure 15.8: The custom to triclinic dialogue.
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Figure 15.9: The custom add class dialogue.
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Chapter 16
Appendices
16.1

Atomic Form Factors

jems contains tables of atomic form factors taken from several sources:
• DT /SB: Doyle-Turner or Smith-Burger.
• EJK: Earl J. Kirkland.
• P RDW : Peng, Ren, Dudarev, Whelan.
• W K: Weickenmeier-Kohl (phonon only).
• W Kc : Weickenmeier-Kohl (phonon and core absorption).
• XRay: X-Ray atomic form factors (uses Mott formula).
The table of the atomic form factors is available within the atom dialogue (Fig. 3.8
by a mouse click on the tabulate icon. This table is shown in figure 16.1. Atomic
form factors of several ions are listed in the Peng et al. and X-Ray tables.
Selecting any element, for example Ba (Fig. 16.2), in any table opens a window
that displays the atomic form factor as a function of the scattering vector q = sin(θ)
λ
or for lattice plane (h, k, l) with spacing dhkl : q = dhkl
.
Mathematica
files
with
2
tabulated atomic form factors are obtained with the popup menu attached to these
figures (see sec. 16.5).
Figure 16.3 shows the atomic form factor at q = 0 for elements H to Cf. It has
to be compared to figures 16.4 and 16.5. Large differences are visible for atomic
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Figure 16.1: The atomic form factors table. Figure 16.2: Ba atomic scattering amplitude
and TDS absorption (in red).
number Z larger than approximately 50. One should consequently avoid using
DT-SB atomic form factors for heavy elements.

16.2

Center of Laue circle and deviation error

The Laue circle is the circle formed by the intersection of the Ewald sphere and
the zeroth order Laue zone. It allows to define very accurately the diffraction condition without having to use large [u,v,w] indices to specify the incident direction
of the incident beam.
The Deviation error tab of the specimen dialogue sets the number of reflections
selected for a particular calculation or drawing (fig. 16.7). Reflections close enough
to the Ewald sphere are included in the calculations.

16.3

CIF files

jems version 3.x allows to import CIF files and to convert them into regular jems
crystal structures. Since some of the CIF files do not use the standard crystal-
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Figure 16.3: Atomic form factors from Figure 16.4: Atomic form factors from
Doyle-Turner or Smith-Buerge.
Weickenmeir-Kohl with phonon and core absorption.

Figure 16.5: Atomic form factors from Peng-Ren-Dudarev-Whelan.
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Figure 16.6: Setting the center of the Laue
circle.

Figure 16.7: Setting the deviation error.

lographic space-groups defined in the International Tables for Crystallography,
caution must be exercised loading them.
Figure 16.8 shows the dialogue to load ICSD .cif data files. When such a file
is selected and open, important information is displayed in the program console
(Fig. 16.9). In particular, the Hermann-Mauguin symbol and the space-group
number. The console information identifies the space-group of this particular .cif
file as P 63, i.e. hexagonal.
Check that the Hermann-Mauguin symbol is a standard one i.e. recognized by
jems. Open the space-group dialogue and select the hexagonal tab, if not already
selected (Fig. 16.10). Locate the Hermann-Mauguin symbol and select it and look
at the lattice parameters. Leave the dialogue with the OK button. If the symbol
can’t be located, leave the dialogue with the Cancel button. In case of success,
you can now save the .cif as a jems crystal file (Fig. ??).
When the space-group isn’t recognize by jems, use the Regular Point System dialogue to specify the space-group symmetry operator (16.12.
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Figure 16.8: The CIF open dialogue of a .cif file containing many crystal structures.
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Figure 16.9: The CIF import console allowing to control the content of the selected
.cif file.

The crystal structure can now be saved as a jems .txt file (16.13).

16.4

Mathematica

Most of jems tables and drawing can be printed as Mathematica notebooks (
fig. 16.14) when the Notebook Radiobutton is selected for writing. The atomic
form factor of element H to Cf saved as a Mathematica notebokk using a popup
menu attached to the plot (fig. 16.15).

16.5

Popup menus

Popup menus are attached to most drawings or images. They are activated under
Windows OS by the right mouse button and under Mac OS-X with Ctrl + mouse
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Figure 16.10: The hexagonal space-groups Figure 16.11:
with the P 63 space-group preselected.
structure.

The Ellengergerite crystal

Figure 16.12: The Regular Point System di- Figure 16.13: Saving the .cif file as a jems
alogue of P 63 space-group.
.txt crystal structure.
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Figure 16.14: Saving drawings in the form of Figure 16.15: Mathematica plots of the
a Mathematica notebook .
atomic form factors. Form factors from H
to Cf are tabulatted and plotted in a Mathematica notebook ([1]).
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Figure 16.16: The popup menu attached to Figure 16.17: The popup menu attached to
the perspective drawing.
the diffraction drawing.
click.
The popup menus duplicate tools of the main menus and toolbars as well as provide menu items not available there. The 2 main popup menu items allows to print
and save the drawing they are attached to (figs. 16.16 and 16.17).

16.6

Sign convention

Choosing a given representation of the plane wave has consequences on all the
mathematical formulas describing the electron-matter interaction. The sign convention refers to the sign (here a textbf+) that appears in the representation of the
time independent plane wave (equ. 16.1). The sign convention used by jems is opposite to the sign convention usually adopted by the crystallographers ([7, 28, 75])
and the International Tables for Crystallography ([69]). It follows the convention
adopted by Reimer [51].
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16.6.1

Plane wave

The representation of a plane-wave of wave-vector ~k is given by (equ. 16.1):

~

ψ(~r) = e2ıπk·~r

16.6.2

(16.1)

Fourier transform

The (continuous) direct 3-D Fourier transform of a function f (~r) is defined by
equ. 16.2:
F (~k) =

ZZZ

+∞

~

f (~r) e−2ıπk·~r d~r

(16.2)

−∞

The (continuous) inverse Fourier Transform is given by (equ. 16.3) where cste is a
normalizing constant:

f (~r) = c

ste

ZZZ

+∞

~
F (~k) e2ıπk·~r d~k

(16.3)

−∞

It means that f (~r) is expressed as an infinite summation of plane waves ψ(~r) =
~
e2ıπk·~r weighted by coefficients F (~k) =< ψ|f >. Thus, the choice of the plane-wave
representation determines the sign of the kernel of the direct Fourier transform [69].
Note that the normalizing constant needs not be introduced in both the direct and
inverse continuous Fourier transforms. By analogy, the discrete Fourier transform
follows the same sign convention.
The 3-D potential of a crystal structure is calculated using a discrete 3-D Fourier
transform (3D-FFT). It is using a sampling interval that can be pretty small
depending on the size of the unit cell under consideration. As a result it is very
easy to face java VM out-of-memory error messages. In such a case it is indicated
to slice the unit cell into thinner slices (see. 16.6.8. A multi-threaded algorithm
has been developed to speed up the 3D-Fourier transforms.
Discrete 2-D Fourier transforms are not only important for dynamical calculations
by the multislice method where the convolution is replaced by a Fourier transform,
but also to generate the projected potential and to calculate HREM images. A
multi-threaded algorithm is implemented in jems to speed up the 2D-FFT of large
images.
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16.6.3

Fresnel propagator

In the multislice method, the propagation of the wave function from one slice to
the next is, in the Fresnel approximation, a convolution of the wave function by
a propagator p(~x; ∆z) (Fresnel propagator ). Since the convolution is a multiplication in Fourier space, the Fresnel propagator is calculated in Fourier space. One
multislice iteration is made of 2 multiplications and 2 Fourier transforms. These
are performed using double precision arithmetics.
Each Fourier component p(~h; ∆z) of the propagator is calculated as:
„

kz
p(~h; ∆z) = e
k

2ıπ∆zλ

«
q
q
~ ~
~ ~
1− h·2h − 1− clc·2clc
λ

λ

(16.4)

where:
~ is the center of the Laue circle.
• clc
• kz the projection of ~k on the Oz .
• λ the electron wavelength.
• ∆z the separation of the slices.
Note that when ~h = (h, k, l) is a Bravais lattice extinction p(~h; ∆z) = 0. This is
equivalent to place a mask blocking the propagation of forbidden reflections.
Figures 16.18 and 16.19 show the real and imaginary part respectively of the
Fresnel propagator p(~x; ∆z). The spherical wavelets are centered at the atoms
position (ZnTe is cubic face centered) and the propagator is repeated 4 times in x
and y.

16.6.4

Phase object

The phase-object function of a very thin material slice of thickness ∆z is given, ne~
glecting absorption and omitting a constant multiplicative term e2ıπk·~r , by equ. 16.5:
ψo (x, y) = eıσVp (~x;∆z)
where :
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(16.5)

Figure 16.18: The real part of p(~x; ∆z) (ZnTe Figure 16.19: The imaginary part of p(~x; ∆z)
[0, 0, 1]).
(ZnTe [0, 0, 1]).
• Vp (~x; ∆z) is the potential of the slice projected on the plane Ox,y perpendicular to the wavevector ~k of the incident electron.
• σ=

2πγm0 |e|λ
h2

is the electron matter interaction constant with:

– m0 the electron rest mass.
– e the electron charge.
– h the Planck constant.
– λ= √

hc
eV (2m0 c2 +eV )

– γ =1+

eV
m 0 c2

the electron wavelength.

the relativistic electron mass correction.

With the adopted representation of the plane-wave (equ. 16.1) the real and imaginary parts of Ψo (~x; ∆z) appears as shown on figures 16.20 and 16.21.
The Weak Phase Object Approximation or WPOA is the Taylor development to
first order of equ. 16.5:
Ψo (~x) ≈ 1 + ıσVp (~x; ∆z)

(16.6)

Using Abbe theory, the Fourier transform of the image wavefunction is the product
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Figure 16.20: The real part of Ψo (~x; ∆z) Figure 16.21:
The imaginary part of
(ZnTe [0, 0, 1]).
Ψo (~x; ∆z) (ZnTe [0, 0, 1]).
of the Fourier transform of the object wavefunction and the transfer function of
the microscope Ψi (~h) = Ψo (~h) × T (~h) (equ. 16.7):



Ψi (~h) = δ(~h) + ıσVp (~h; ∆z) × T (~h)

(16.7)





At Scherzer defocus T (~h) ≈ −ı sin χ(~h) ≈ ı, since sin χ(~h) is approximately
constant (−1) over a large domain of spatial frequencies (fig. 16.22). Thus:
Ψi (~h) = δ(~h) − σVp (~h; ∆z)

(16.8)

Consequently the image intensity I(~x) = Ψ∗i (~x)Ψi (~x) is:
I(~x) = (1 − σVp (~x; ∆z)) × (1 − σVp (~x; ∆z)) ≈ 1 − 2σVp (~x; ∆z)

(16.9)

Equ. 16.9 shows that images, taken at Scherzer defocus, will present a lower intensity where the crystal potential is important. At Scherzer defocus atomic
columns of very thin crystals will be marked by black spots.
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Figure 16.22: The phase contrast transfer function with the ZnTe reflections
([0, 0, 1] crystal orientation), showing that only reflections (0, 0, 2) and (0, 2, 2)
contribute to the image.
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Figure 16.23: The amplitude of Ψi (~x).

Figure 16.24: The phase of Ψi (~x).

With the adopted representation of the plane-wave (equ. 16.1) the amplitude and
phase of Ψi (x, y) appears as shown on figures 16.23 and 16.24.

16.6.5

Projected potential

The projected potential is calculated either as the inverse Fourier transform of
the zero order Laue zone structure amplitudes or by projecting the 3-D unit cell
potential. The next 2 figures show the real and imaginary parts of the projected
potential of ZnTe (figures 16.27, 16.28).The imaginary part represents the absorption of the incident electron beam due to inelastic scattering events. Absorption
is best described using atomic scattering factors tabulated by Weickenmeier-Kohl
atomic scattering factors [2]. Unfortunately using these atomic ascattering factors,
the calculation of the structure amplitudes is time consuming.
Note that both the projected potential and the absorption potential are positive.
When the number of reflections included in the multislice calculation is not large
enough as a result of a too coarse sampling, the projected potential can be locally
negative. In such a case it is necessary sample the projected potential with a finer
grid. This is done using the Parameters - Preferences - Imaging tab and
setting the Pixel size of high resolution images / nm to a smaller value.
Naturally, for very large unit cells, say 10 × 10nm a pixel size of 0.01nm induces
a 1024 × 1024 sampling grid.
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Figure 16.25: The real part of Ψi (~x).

Figure 16.26: The imaginary part of Ψi (~x).

Figure 16.27: The real part of Vp (~x; ∆z) Figure 16.28:
The imaginary part of
(ZnTe [0, 0, 1]).
Vp (~x; ∆z) (ZnTe [0, 0, 1]).
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16.6.6

Structure amplitude

The structure amplitude F (~h) is the Fourier transform of the unit cell of the crystal.
Each atom scatters with an amplitude fn (θ). For a unit cell with N atomes:
F (~h) =

N
X

~
fn (~h)e−2ıπ(h·~x)

n=1

The Debye-Waller temperature factor DW and site occupancy occ modify fn (θ)
and introducing s = sin(θ)
= dhkl
the structure amplitude is calculated as:
λ
2
F (~h) =

N
X

2
~
fn (~h)e−2ıπ(h·~x) occn e−DWn s

(16.10)

n=1

The Debye-Waller temperature factor must always been introduced since it attenuates the structure amplitudes of high spatial frequencies and consequently helps
to generate smooth projected potential.
The occupancy factor of a given atomic site or orbit is necessary to simulate substitutional alloys or structures with vacancies. The total of the atomic occupancies
of a given site should be smaller or equal to 1. By default the total occupancy
is checked when a crystal file is loaded. It is possible to disable this verification
when dealing with very large structures containing several hundred or thousand of
atoms (Parameters - Preferences - Imaging tab - check atom site occupancy).

16.6.7

Transfer function

The transfer function of the microscope in the presence of only defocus and spherical aberration is given by equ. 16.11:
3 4

cs λ h
χ(~h) = e−2ıπ( 4

2

− λ∆h
)
2

(16.11)

Where:
• ∆ is the underfocus. ∆ is positive for underfocus and negative for overfocus.
• cs is the spherical aberration coefficient.
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• λ is the electron wavelength.
• q is the spatial frequency.

1
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Cos@ ΧHqLD
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Cos

With the adopted plane-wave convention, a plot of the real part (cos(χ(q))), the
imaginary part (sin(χ(q))), the waveaberration function χ and the phase contrast
transfer function for the Jeol 3010 LaB6 microscope at Scherzer defocus is shown
in fig. 16.29.
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Figure 16.29: The wave aberration function χ(h), the real and imaginary parts of
the transfer function.
The transfer function plot area shows a 2-dimensional representation of the transfer
function at it bottom right. The horizontal yellow line gives the position of the
plot. Controls are organized in several tabs allowing to modify most of imaging
parameters ( reffig:threeFoldAstigmatism. An high resolution image of a synthetic
amorphous film is provided in the Diffractogram tab. Several atom species can be
selected as well as the film thickness using a popup menu. The film image can be
saved and processed in the image dialogue (figs. 16.32 and 16.33 ).
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Figure 16.30: The jems dialogue to plot the transfer function.
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Figure 16.31: Three fold astigmatism is barely visible in the power spectrum image.
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Figure 16.32: Image of a synthetic amor- Figure 16.33: Power spectrum and rotational
phous C film.
average of a synthetic amorphous C film.
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Key sequence
Alt+Ctrl+Shift+B
Alt+Ctrl+Shift+F
Alt+Ctrl+Shift+P
Alt+Ctrl+Shift+S

Action
send the window to the back
send the window to the front
print the window
save the window

Table 16.1: Alt-Ctrl-Shift key usage.

16.6.8

Multislice calculation using super-cells

16.7

Printing and saving frames and dialogues

Frames and dialogues are printed using Alt+Ctrl+Shift+P and saved using
Alt+Ctrl+Shift+S. The usage of the Alt+Ctrl+Shift keys id given it table 16.1.
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16.8

jems icons
atom

sample

crystal

save

help

search

make

selected

microscope

spaceGroup

note
spotPattern
open
spot 0
powder pattern
spot 1
print
stereogram
reduce
stack
reset center
table
ring pattern
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Table 16.2: jems Icons
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